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Fr. Cunningham Inaugurated
as 10th President o f College
Raising faculty salaries, lowering student enrollment, further
developing the school’s minority program and keeping up the school’s
strict academic standards for athletes were the issues discussed by The
Very Reverend John Fabian Cunningham, O.P. in his first address
as President o f Providence College.
Fr. Cunningham was inaugurated as the tenth President o f Pro
vidence College, yesterday in Alumni Hall.
The ceremony, included greetings, on behalf o f their constituen
cies, from Rhode Island Governor Edward DiPrete; Providence Mayor
Joseph Paolino; Student Congress President Michael Reagan; James
McLean, Alumni Association President; and Francis McKay, Vice
President for Academic Administration. The most Reverend Louis
E. Gelineau, Bishop o f Providence, delivered the benediction.
During the investiture ceremony, the Very Reverend Edward R.
Daley, O .P ., chairman o f the Providence College Corporation,
presented the Symbols o f Office to Father Cunningham. These in
cluded the Seal and Charter o f Providence College, as well as the
Medallion o f the Office o f President. Father Daley was assisted by
the Reverend Thomas R. Peterson, O .P.
Father Cunningham, who began his duties as president on J u ly 1,
succeeded Fr. Peterson, who had served as president since 1971.
Governor DiPrete commented on the succession stating, “ For the
past fourteen years, Providence College has grown and prospered by
the expert guidance o f Father Peterson. PC now enters a new era as
Father Cunningham assumes the reigns o f leadership.”
In his address, Father Cunningham, a native o f Providence, stated
that he “ quite literally, grew up in the shadows o f Providence Col
lege." He recognized the accomplishments o f his predecessors as he
stated, “ I do know that I will be standing on the shoulders of giants... I
pray to you as I pray to the governing board of this institution that
I will strive to the best of my physical ability to start my responsibilities
with the same enthusiasm and dedication which my predecessors gave
to the office o f president."
“ This college was founded with $180,000, donated by people of
modest means.” said Father Cunningham.
Several other issues were also addressed including collegiate ac
tivities, the building program, minority programs and the college fiscal
policy. He concluded with an assurance to the students that they would
not “ walk alone in the unending search for wisdom and ceaseless
search for love.”
Born in 1928, Father Cunningham graduated from LaSalle
Academy, in 1945 and received his BA in Philosophy from Providence
College in 1949.
He received a Bachelor o f Sacred Theology Degree ( 1952) and a
Licencitiate and Lectorate in Sacred Theology Degree (1954) from the
College o f Immaculate Conception in Washington D.C. In J u n e ,
1953, he was ordained a Dominican priest.
Father Cunningham returned to PC in 1958 after receiving a PhD
in Philosophy from the University o f St. Thomas in Rome. He has
served as a professor o f philosophy, director o f the Liberal Arts
Honors Program, faculty Senate President, Director o f Residence,
Chairman o f the Curriculum Revision Committee and Dean o f the
College
In 1980, Father Cunningham left PC to assume duties as Vicar Pro
vincial o f the Province o f St Joseph and Socius to the Provincial in
New York City.
Last January, he returned to PC to resume teaching philosophy
and Western Civilization.
It was announced last March 12, that Fr. Cunningham would succede Fr. Peterson to become the tenth President of Providence College.
On July 1st, Fr. Cunningham took over the office o f President from
Fr. Peterson.
A noted author and lecturer Fr. Cunningham is also known for hav
ing participated in several o f the College’s theatre productions.

INSIDE

Career Opportunities:
Read a b o u t w hich jo b s will p ay o f f in the fu tu re an d w here
they can be fo u n d in th e Business S ection.

Cross Country
T h e m en ’s cross co u n try team
stretch ed its w inning streak to
121 m eets d e fe a tin g U R I ,
U C O N N , a n d U N H last
w eekend. S to ry o n page 20.

High Sobriety
Sylvia’s Lounge is an establishm ent w ith a n em phasis on “ High
Sobriety” , w here stud en ts o f all ages can enjoy themselves. See
page 15.

by Julie Norko

Elmhurst Neighbors Meet
To Discuss Local Problems
by Tom Corrigan
The Elmhurst Neighborhood
Association (ENA) held a “ getacquainted” meeting last Thursday
to discuss problems confronting the
residents o f the area surrounding
Providence College. More than 75
people, including eight PC
students, attended the meeting,
which was held in the St. Pius
Church basement. A television
reporter and cameraman showed
up also.
The 7 p.m . meeting was an
nounced in a newsletter called The
Elm hurster, which was circulated
door-to-door by ENA members to
residents, but not students, living
in the Elmhurst area. The letter
mentioned there were no plans to
have “ members of the college,
police, or media” attend, in order
to avoid a “ confrontational type of
meeting” like one held last October
by local and college officials.
(Details o f ENA and a petition
they’re circulating are on page 3.)
Peter Skomoroch, new president
o f ENA, began the meeting by in
troducing his officers, Ed Smith,
Morris Schatz, Albert Rossi, Mary
Pinkham, and Mary Sarrasian.
The first topic discussed was the
suspension o f Pizza Garden’s li
quor license. As a result o f a clos
ed hearing held by the Providence
Licensing Board on July 29 and 31,
Pizza Garden had its liquor license
suspended for 90 days starting
September 1. (Pizza Garden is now
appealing this ruling to the state li
quor board, which has allowed it
to remain open. The hearing is to

be held October 8 at 9:30 a.m . at
100 N. Main St., Providence.) The
suspension is a result o f being
found guilty o f serving alcohol to
minors and violating fire laws, ac
cording to the Newsletter.”
Now the officers o f ENA are cir
culating a petition to completely
revoke the liquor license of Pizza
Garden on the grounds that it is a
fire and health hazard and also that
it is “ incompatible” with the
hospital zone it is in. Pizza Garden,
now known as the Garden Cafe, is
located at 670 Smith St. on the cor
ner o f Maude St., which is the en
trance to Women and Infants
Hospital.
Skomoroch urged members to
attend a hearing at the state liquor
board on October 8. It is to appeal
the decision made by the Pro
vidence Licensing Authority that
suspended Pizza Garden’s liquor
license.
Ed Smith, vice-president of
ENA, tried to explain that some
problems people perceive to be the
fault of the PC administration can
not be controlled by PC. He said,
“ there are some things that PC
cannot do” and that he doesn’t
“ think that it’s an us against them
situation.”
In mentioning problem areas of
the Elmhurst neighborhood, Smith
mentioned that there are “ plenty of
places students have nothing to do
with that are disgraces to this
area."
Skomoroch gave an assessment
o f the crime situation in the
Elmhurst area, saying that 20 to 30

places are robbed daily according
to police reports in the newspaper.
“ That’s 100 to 200 (robberies) a
week. Obviously police aren’t go
ing to get them all." He told of the
formation o f the ENA crime watch
com m ittee and encouraged
Elmhurst residents to make theirs
a safer neighborhood.
City Councilwoman Evelyn
Fargnoli spoke next. She said that
when neighbors are motivated
about a problem “ like the Pizza
G arden-- if there’s something
you’d like to do, working with
representatives, you can achieve
any goal,” which was met with
applause.
Referring to discipline problems
of students off-campus, Fargnoli
said that “ PC can cooperate to a
certain extent, but when it goes off
campus, it is a police problem.”
Fargnoli finished by saying,
“ Let's let them (students) abide by
the rules we abide by. We want to
be respected by them, and we will
respect them ."
State Senator Armand Batastini,
who lives on Eaton St., told the au
dience that “ there is a perceptual
problem since we’re not made
aware of punishment” o f students
disciplined by the college.
Batastini also expressed concern
that as the condition o f the proper
ty of absentee landlords goes down,
"m y property value goes down.”
John Monacci ' 87, who lives on
Eaton St., told the audience that
“ when we’re across the street (from
See EN A, pg. 3
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" I do know that I shall be
standing on the shoulders of
giants-- giants named Dillon,
Foley, Slavin, Dore, Haas, and
Peterson to mention only those
Presidents I have known. I
pledge to you, as I pledged to
the governing board o f this in
stitution, that I shall strive to
the best o f my limited ability to
discharge my responsibilities
with the same enthusiasm and
dedication
which
my
predecessors gave to the office
of President. "

(Photo by Mary Ann Doyle)

PAST PRESID ENTS O F PRO VIDEN CE COLLEGE

"

When each student genera
tion raises its plea for relevance
in the curriculum, it follows a
tradition dating back to 12th
century Italy, where students
paid the faculty directly and un
popular professors were hungry
p ro fesso rs. C oncern for
relevance, however, can easily
become devotion to the trendy,
to the new simply because it is
new and this is fatal to an in
stitution o f higher learning. "

Dennis Albert Casey, O.P.

1918-1921

William Dominic Noon, O.P.

1921-1927

Lorenzo Cornelius McCarthy, O.P.

1927-1936

John Jordan Dillon, O.P.

1936-1944

Frederick Clement Foley, O.P.

1944-1947

Robert Joseph Slavin, O.P.

1947-1961

Vincent Cyril Dore, O.P.

1961-1965

William Paul Haas. O.P.

1965-1971

Thomas Reginald Peterson, O.P.

1971-1985

(Photo by Mary Ann Doyle)

"

An institution of higher learning today can seem like an
amoeba in an unfriendly environment. Students, faculty, ad
ministrators, government, and alumni and the general public
pull at it, generating tensions which are threatening at times.
But tensions imply opportunities as well as danger; interest and
concern as well as disgruntlm e nt. It is precisely because of
a college’s triumphs that so many groups demand different
things of it . "
All quotes are excerpts from Fr. Cunningham’s address at his
inauguration.
(Photo by C. Andrews)
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NEWS
PC Students Invited
to join Neighborhood
Association for $5
by T om C orrigan
T h e E lm h u rst N eig h b o rh o o d
A ssociation (E N A ) has recently
been in c o rp o ra te d w ith a n o n p ro fit sta tu s. F o r five d o lla rs, any
resident o f th e E lm hurst section o f
Pro v id e n ce , including stu d en ts,
m ay jo in th e org an iz atio n .
E N A r e c e n tly c irc u la te d a
newsletter w hich touted the suspen
sion o f Pizza G a rd e n ’s liquor
licence, w hich is now being appeal
ed by its ow ner. T his w as a result
o f “ fiftee n u n d erage d rin k ers an d
tw o b a rte n d e rs” being arrested
“ ju s t b e fo re P rovidence College
c losed” in M ay, th e le tte r stated .
T h e new sletter c o n tin u es m e n 
tioning th a t E N A is “ h a p p y to
rep o rt th a t th e license o f Pizza
G arden w as suspended f o r a period
o f 90 da ys to begin o n S eptem ber
1. ” (P iz za G ard en now kno w n as
th e G a rd e n C a fe, h as sto p p e d ser
ving piz za a n d h a s beco m e m o re
like a pub. It is still open d u e to the
app ea l w hich is being m a d e to the
sta te liq u o r b o a rd .)
T h e ne w sletter e ncou rag es the
resid en ts o f th e E lm hurst are a to
a tte n d the O cto b er 8 hearing to ex
press th e ir views.
M inutes o f th e Ju ly 16 m eeting
were included in the letter a n d gave
a descrip tio n o f th e th ree E N A
c om m ittees. T h e political action
co m m ittee ’s go a l is to m a k e co n 
ta c ts w ith sta te a n d local officials
a n d to act a s a lobbyin g g ro u p .
T hey to ld m em bers to b e p rep ared
to fight w hen p roblem s a rise, such
a s “ be er p a rties, lo u d a n d late,
prim arily by P rovidence College
students or any o th e rs .” A lso, they
h o p e to “ challenge th e police
statem ents th a t they c an n o t b reak

u p p arties, even a t 3 a . m . ”
T h e crim e w atch co m m ittee’s
goal is to watch o u t fo r “ break-ins,
prow lers, m o lesto rs, e tc .” T hey
a lso wish to set u p a " b u d d y
system ” to help n e ig h b o rs a ct on
an y th in g suspicious a s so o n as
possible.
T h e m inim um housing c o m m it
tee is to w atch o u t fo r buildings
w hich m ight be h a za rd o u s to the
n e ig h b o rh o o d .
A t last T h u rsd a y ’s m eeting,
E N A p assed o u t a p e titio n to
rev o k e the C lass B a n d BX liquor
licenses o f Pizza G ard en . T h e p eti
tio n claim s th a t “ Pizza G ard en is
a d rinking sp o t for college students
a n d o th ers w h o b ecom e p ro fa n e,
lew d, an d noisy while g o ing to and
fro m th e p la ce .”
A m ong th e oth er te n item s listed
is th a t Pizza G ard en d o e sn ’t have
a d eq u a te to ilet facilities, leaving
n eig h b o rh o o d yard s a n d W om en
a n d In fa n ts H o sp ita l’s p a rk in g lot
to b e u sed as “ restro o m s .”
O th er com plaints include: illegal
p a rk in g b y p a tro n s , w hich creates
“ im passable b a rriers fo r d o c to rs
(an d ) a m b u lan c es” o n M aude
Street (the entrance to the hospital);
“ it is o nly a m a tte r o f tim e ... until
a serious accident, rio t o r c o n fro n 
ta tio n occurs an d severe d am age
a n d /o r in ju ries re su lt" ; an d th at
“ th e o nly cure (to c o n tro l Pizza
G arden a n d its patro n s) is the com 
p lete rev o catio n o f th e licenses to
retu rn o u r n e ig h b o rh o o d to the
q u ie t o n e it o n ce w as, a n d is w hen
P iz z a G a r d e n is c lo s e d f o r
v a ca tio n s. "
(T o read th e P izz a G a rd e n ’s
o w n e r ’s
resp o n se
to
The
Elmhurster, see page 6.)

Class Notes
'86
A Commencement meeting was
held last week for anyone interested
in working on the success o f Com
mencement Week. Committees
were formed.
Class Officers and Reps looking

Upcoming events for the class of
1987:
Sat. Oct. 5 Junior Oktoberfest (ReDWC) 1 p.m . until 5 p.m . Cost $8.
Buses mandatory. Tickets go on
sale Sept. 30 in the Congress
Office.
O ct. 15, 16 ,17,22,23 JU N IO R
RING WEEKEND BID Sales in
Upper Slavin! Cost is only $551!

into a possible reshowing o f our
JRW Slideshow. Plans have also
been started P C ’s traditional
Christmasfest tentative date set for
Dec. 7

Lowest in years.
Fri. Oct. 25 Frank Santos, R-rated
Hypnotist in '64 Hall. Two shows
at 8:00 and 10:00.
Thurs. Oct. 31 Halloween Movie in
' 64 H all. Movie-Halloween -2
shows at 8:00 and 10:00.

'89
Nominations for Class Officers and
Representatives are now being
taken: Wed. Sept. 25-Fr i. Sept. 27
(3:30 pm) in Student Congress

Office.
*any questions contact Lisa
Brown, Chairman o f Elections
Committee

OCRO
Congratulations to the newly
elected O ff Campus Residents
Board: Laura Dennen '86, chair
man, John Memoli ' 86, v. chair
man, Karen Fitzgerald ' 87, recor
ding secretary, and Diane Hiller
'86, financial secretary and the 11
Dorm Councils: Gene Mulvaney
and Keith McLaughlan, McDer
mott; Mark Glazier and Mike
Zowine, Raymond; Rich Greene
and Francis Scire, Fennell; Michael

Knight and Mark Zdunczyk, Guz
man; Tom O ’Dea and Dan Mur
phy, Joseph; Peter Morello and
Steve Ahern, Stephen; Maureen
Connolly, McVinney; Kathy Parry
and Cheryl Noe, Meager; Carissa
Miller and Maureen Hart, Dore;
Kristen Hallett and Christine
Schweickart, Aquinas; and Cory
Fillion and Tracy Tucker, East.
Best o f luck to all!

Fr. Lennon (center), is flanked by Joseph R. Beretta, Jr. and Anthony J . Paolino, (right). Beretta and
Paolino are co-chairmen of the 11th Annual Fr. Lennon G olf Tournament. The tournament is held
for the benefit of The American Heart Association.

From page 1
A
N
E
school) we consider ourselves
residents o f Providence." He told
the group that the bad things that
are happening to them are happen
ing to the students as well.
Matt Adams, junior class presi
dent and founder o f the United
Students Association, got up in
front o f the audience when several
members cried out to address the
students. Adams said although he
couldn’t speak for the administra
tion, he could speak for the majori
ty o f students.
Adams, who addressed questions
for well over 15 minutes, suggested
improvements in the Elmhurst
neighborhood by having more
street lights installed, researching
the use o f private security patrol
for mutual protection o f students
and residents from robberies, and
having landlords pick up housing
ordinances from authorities so
there would be less confusion about
things like garbage pick-up dates.
Also, in response to an upset
Elmhurst resident who suggested
that PC decrease enrollment, he
said “ when two groups bang
heads, the only thing we’ll get is
cracked heads.”
Skomoroch approached the
microphone and asked people to
give ENA the names and addresses
o f any owners whose homes are a
potential hazard. As most people
began to depart, several people
stayed behind to report hazardous
conditions o f apartm ents on
Camden and Oakland Avenues, as
well as Eaton St.
After the meeting, Adams told
The Cowl that “ after the inter
change between students and
residents, the tone o f the meeting
moved from one o f hostility to one
o f cooperation.”

Fr. Lennon
G olf
Tourney
Held
The American Heart Associa
tion, Rhode Island Affiliate’s, 11th
Annual Father Lennon Golf Tour
nam ent was held M onday,
September 23, at the Metacomet
Country Club, East Providence.
The $100 donation and the total
funds raised will support the Heart
Association’s Blood Pressure Con
trol Programs. In the past11 years,
over $90,000 has been raised.

Finance Committee
Awards Allocations
to Various Clubs
by Kathy Buscher
The Student Congress approved
a resolution made by the Finance
Committee allotting funds to the
various clubs on campus, at the
September 23 meeting.

Congress
News
The resolution gives each club
the largest amount of money possi
ble, which stretches the budget to
the limit. The amount was deter
mined by the degree o f organiza
tion and im portance o f each
specific club. Because o f the in
crease o f student interest in clubs
and the growing number of clubs,
the activity fee may have to be rais
ed next year.
The Legislative Committee ap
proved the constitution o f the Out
door Club.
The Organizational Committee
is looking into the possibility of
putting a bulletin board on the wall
o f the Hospital Trust National
Bank in Slavin to be used for in
formation on new clubs that are
forming.

The Student Life Committee
reported that the shuttle bus has
been re-routed, going down past
Louie’s to Seaman Street and back
up River Ave.
The National Players are perfor
ming T w e l ft h N i g h t at the
Blackfriars Theatre on Wednesday,
September 25, at 8:00 P.M. Cost
is $2 for students, $4 general
admission.
The class o f '86 will be holding
a party at the Rat on October 18
from 5 P.M . to 9 P.M.
On Saturday October 5 from 1
P.M . to 5 P.M ., the class o f ' 87
will have their Oktoberfest. The
cost will be $8.
The class of ' 88 is planning a stag
bash on January 24. Details will be
forthcoming.
An informational meeting for
Student Congress was held earlier
in the day for interested freshmen.
There will be another held in '64
Hall at 6:30 P.M . on Thursday,
Septem ber 26th. Freshm an
nominations will take place from
Wednesday at 9:30 A .M. until 3:00
P.M . on Friday in the Congress
Office.

LEARN WHILE
YOU EARN!
Fotomat has opportunities for
you to help pay those high bills
for your education AND during
■o# time, allow you to fit in
- some studying!
Our stores are local and hours
are excellent for students. Pay
depends upon location
and experience.
For more Information, please
contact Mrs. Barrett at:

1
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Before you m ake
a long distance com m itm ent,
m ake sure
w hat you ’re

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it’s easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you’re in for smooth sailing.

You’ll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections—even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you’re asked to choose a long distance
company sign aboard with AT&T.With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you’ll never be left stranded.
Reach out and touch som eone.’'

/ mAT&T
’^ = r The right choice.
1985 AT&T Communications
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EDITORIALS
Join the Elmhurst
Neighborhood Assoc.
The Elmhurst neighborhood Association was created by
neighborhood people to do something about the “ friction bet
ween college students and the neighborhood." Only residents
are allowed to join, and yes, off campus students are residents.
At present students are not a part of the association. Why?
Membership is open to “ any resident o f the neighborhood who:
1. Supports the goals o f the Association for the improve
ment o f the neighborhood.
2. Is willing to participate in one or more of the activities
o f the Association (such as crime watch).
3. Pays dues of $5.00 per year to be in good standing with
a current membership card.”
Aren’t students also interested in the goals stated in the
Association? Then why not join?
Here are the reasons why students are not a part o f this
group. Their news letter states, “ Recent Positive Action-- Pizza
Garden License Suspended!" It seems as though students are
a nuisance to the neighbors.
“ Your Association will continue to be a clearing house of
information and organize activities to control other sources of
deterioration now rampant in our midst. Pizza Garden is just
a start!" This statement does not sound as though the neighbors
want a peaceful coexistence, they want students out of
Providence.
As long as there is Providence College, there will be students
off-campus. So, please make an effort to become a part of the
Elmhurst Neighborhood Association. This is the only way
situations will settle down. Police will stop arresting and harass
ing students and off-campus life will be peaceful again.
The Elmhurst Neighborhood Association can not get rid of
students, so instead of fighting, let’s work together. Member
ship costs five dollars. If money is problem then send your
name, address, and phone number to The Cowl, P.O . Box 2981
and The Cowl will make you a member.
Otherwise think about it. W hat’s five dollars? Please join
if enough students do so, the Association has to listen to
students and work with us instead o f against us.
Send your name, address, telephone number five dollars and
the coupon to: Elm hurst Neighborhood Association,
Inc., Post Office Box 28038, Providence, Rhode Island 02908.
This will make you an official member and you will receive
a newsletter like the one printed in The Cowl this week.

Minimum Housing Committee-----------Spotting & reporting hazardous housing.
Name ___________________________
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Satanism in Music
Part I of two articles
Last winter there was a lecture
here describing satanism in rock
music. Led Zeppeling, the legen
dary rock band, was a subject of
vigorous bombardment. The bom
bardm ent was based on the
premises that its members purpose
ly put hidden satanic messages in
their songs, and that members
dabbled in satanic worship-thereby rendering listeners as antiChristians.
Led Zepplins classic song Stairway to Heaven was the center of
the controversy, a controversy with
an illustrious and after humorous
history. Allegedly one can faintly
discern the words “ Here’s to my
sweet satan” when the record is,
supposedly, played at a slower
speed. The controversy should
quickly cease because it is rather sil
ly, and because we are acclaiming
certain standards to only rock
music which should be be acclaim
ed to all types o f music (more
about the latter in part two).
The concern is not and has not
been limited to the campus of Pro
vidence College. It seemed to begin
in the early 1980's after the band’s
demise.
In 1982 on a nationally syn
dicated Sunday morning broadcast,
a Baptist preacher claimed Stair
way contained subliminal satanic
messages. The preacher claimed
this as proof that rock music in
general was a vehicle for antiChrist.
The lyrics to the song have even
stirred political waves during a
committee meeting o f the Califor
nia State Assembly, a Stairway tape
was played backwards in a public
session. Subliminal devil worship
was supposedly grafted into the
record via process called
“ backward masking.” A few
members o f the committee said
they could clearly hear the words:
" I live for satan” when the song
was played backwards.
Following the bands demise,
many books have tried to analyze
and present new information about

the band and its activities. But none
have come close to Stephen Davis’
recently released biography, Ham
mer o f the Gods. The best selling
book reveals Zeppelin’s hidden
side, and bases its theme on Zep
pelin’s mysterious relation to satan.
After the completion o f the
California State Assembly session
Davis says, " L ed Zeppelin was du
ly denounced as agents of the devil,
luring millions o f kids into damna
tion as unwitting disciples of the
anti-Christ and the forces of
darkness.” Gracious. I’m happy
California government tackles
pressing, urgent issues such as rock
music.

Jim
Freeman
Come now. All of this quarrel
ing over a song which uses an un
confirmed device called backwards
masking to relay sublim inal
messages? If Zeppelin really did
put subliminal messages in their
songs logic would have it that each
message could be heard at each
playing. The problem is that there
arc no two messages sound the
same, anywhere. At the California
session " I live for satan" , was
heard.” On the radio show " Here's
to my sweet satan,” was heard.
And, alas, at PC “ It’s my sweet
satan.. One who makes me sad, my
sweet satan," was heard. With so
many " messages” from one pro
duction of one song it seems safe
to suggest that the song was
tampered with: the process is in
doubt.
Davis, in his book, mentions Ed
die Kramer, record engineer and
producer, who used his expertise on
four Zeppelin albums. Kramer
regards the charges against Zep
pelin as “ totally and utterly
ridiculous..." He insisted there is
no such operation as backwards
masking and that the band never
recorded any hidden messages in

their songs. He also claimed some
could over-dub w hatever is
necessary to “ realize any crackpot
theory."
Nevertheless, the changes against
Led Zeppelin and rock and roll still
exist. We should not hold that the
charges are true because they are
numerous and therefore must be
true because they are so numerous.
The charges are just claims with no
listeners (like me) o f rock and roll
music do not play records at slower
speeds or play tapes backwards to
decipher so called hidden messages.
Most of us cannot even decipher
some o f the braggadocio contain
ed in the songs due to excessive
volume o f instruments. In fact,
there have been no reports of
adolescents suddenly becoming car
riers of satan's power while listen
ing to Stairway to Heaven or Led
Zeppelin or rock music. There have
also been no confirmed reports that
excessive listening to Stairway
brings about suspect moral al
titudes according to Christian
doctrine.
Perhaps credibility in rock and
ro ll lies in words from lead
guitarist, Jimmy Page: "The secret
of our success lies in the fact that
we are unabashedly rock and roll
and in our ability to interpret the
excitement o f those early rock
sounds in the idiom o f today."
In discussing personal lifestyles,
Jimmy Page has also been the sub
ject o f interrogation and investiga
tion. Zeppelin’s " Satanic W ork"
is supposed to have been inspired
by Page, who owns growing collec
tions o f Alister Crowley books,
manuscripts, and memorabilia.
Page also purchased Crowley’s
Boleshire Howe, and a bookstore
housed with occult facts. Crowley
was a student o f the occult. But
should we invoke ourselves with
personal lifestyles o f entertainers?
Should we interpret or indulge in
questionable subliminal messages?
And what is rock and roll? See part
two.
Jim Freeman is a member o f the
class o f '88 and a math / computer
science major.
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-- C OMMENT A R Y
Working For The
US Government: D on’t
Dear Editor:
I have a Bachelor o f Arts degree
from Columbia University and am
retired after having worked for
many years for the Federal Govern
ment's Social Security Administra
tion and Health Care Financing
Administration. I very strongly
urge all college graduates not to
work for the United States Govern
ment, because:
1. Wages and salaries for Federal
Government employees are on the
average 19.5 below the pay that
employees in private enterprise
receive for essentially the same
jobs. The most pay that a Federal
Government employee can receive
is $66,000 a year (very few of them
reach that or get anywhere near it),
which is very small compared to the
yearly salaries o f many private
company executives which arc in
the hundreds o f thousands of
dollars and which in some cases are
in the millions o f dollars.
2. Federal employees have to pay
a high percentage o f the premiums
for their health and life insurance,
w hereas, m any em ployers in
private enterprise pay all o f such
premiums for their employees.
3. Federal employees have to pay
into Medicare’s Hospital Trust
Fund, and Federal employees hired
on or after January 1, 1984, must
pay into Social Security’s other
trust funds. This is in addition to
paying into the Civil Service Retire
ment System. These mandatory
payments constitute just a sneaky
way by which the Reagan A d
ministration and its reactionary
allies in the Congress have taken
the money of Federal Government
employees to shore up Medicare
and Social Security. Federal
employees have their own health
insurance and retirement systems
and cannot bear any additional
expense.
4. The Reagan Administration
has raised Federal employees' and
retiree’s health insurance premiums
to exorbitant levels and cut their
health
in su ran ce
coverage
drastically.
5. According to the Congres
sional Budget Office, Federal
Government employees receive less
vacation and holiday time than do
many people in private enterprise,
For example, for many years steel
workers have been given 13 week
vacations every 5 years (in addition
to their regular vacations during
the intervening years) upon attain
ing a certain seniority.
6. The congressional Budget O f
fice also states that employees o f
the Federal Government receive
less sick time than do many private
enterprise employees.
7. Federal employees work a 40
hour week while many private
enterprise workers have work
weeks o f less hours. For example,
the electricians in New York City
obtained a 25 hour work week
many years ago.
8. For many years Federal
employees have paid 7 of their total
pay into their retirement fund.
They have had to pay into their
fund far more than people covered
by Social Security have been re
quired to pay into the Social Securi
ty trust funds. The vast majority of

11th Annual
Father Lennon
Tournament
Held Sept. 23

private enterprise retirement plans
are fully paid for by the employers
with no employee contributions re
quired, and private plans are pro
tected by a Federal law, the Pen
sion Benefit Guarantee Statute.
9.
F ederal
G overnm ent
employees do not receive Christmas
or any other bonuses, or have pro
fit sharing plans, stock option
plans, etc.
10. Federal employees are forbidden to engage in politics. This is a
complete violation o f their Con
stitutional rights of free expression.
11. Federal Government retirees
formerly received V o f their an
nuities (commonly called pensions)
added to the annuities at the time
o f retirement and two cost o f liv
ing increases each year in order to
at least fractionally compensate
them for the low pay that they had
been given while working. Now
they do not get the 1add-on, and
they only receive one cost o f living
increase per year (and they have not
always received that during the last
few years).
12. Federal retirees have to pay
income tax on every cent o f their
annuities once they get back what
they paid into their annuity fund.
The money that they paid into the
annuity fund is not taxable,
because taxes were paid on it by the
retiree, when he/she was working.
13. In order to provide a sur
vivor’s annuity for his or her
spouse, the average Federal retiree
must accept about an 8 reduction
in his or her annuity from its
inception.
14. In the past, college graduates
sought employment with the
F ederal G overnm ent m ainly
because o f job security and retire
ment at a comparatively young age
on a good annuity. Recent legisla
tion has cut down Federal job
security, job security has been in
creased in the private sector by law
and recent court decisions, and
many private company pension
plans provide benefits (including
early retirement) that are equal to
or more generous than those that
are given by the Federal Civil Ser
vice Retirement System. J. Peter
Grace, Chairman o f the Board of
W. R. Grace and C o., receives his
full salary and fringe benefits, plus
a pension of $357,500 per year! He
is also chairman o f the commission
which was supposed to make
recommendations to eliminate
waste in the Federal Government
(almost all o f which is due to enor
mous overcharging by private
enterprise defense contractors).
That commission produced the
ridiculous G race Commission
Report, which, almost entirely in
stead o f revealing instances of
waste, called for the elimination of
efficie ntly run programs that do
not suit the reactionary ideas o f the
commission.
Therefore, college graduates are
much better off working in private
enterprise with the chance of
becoming one of the $1,000,000 (or
more) a year corporation presidents
or a quarter o f a million a year vice
president than working in the
Federal Government’s Civil Service
for Cheapskate pay and a second
rate fringe benefits.
Frederick C . Stark, Jr.

The 11th annual Father Lennon
Tournament to benefit the RI
Heart Association was held Sept.
23 at Metacomet. The event, which
has raised 590,000 in its first
decade, featured a number o f top
players in the state, including
former State Amateur champions
Ronnie Quinn and Norm Lutz.

Letters
Garden Cafe Responds to E.N .A .
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this oppor
tunity to make comment on several
recent issues in the Providence Col
lege community.
The formation and subsequent
incorporation, on August 20, 1985,
o f the Elmhurst Neighborhood
Association is nothing new as
Neighborhood Associations go.
M any have been
form ed
throughout Providence, the state,
and the country with honorable
and just causes; to bring together
the residents o f a community,
public officials, and public safety,
notably police, to maintain the
standards o f the neighborhood.
To the Elmhurst Association, I
have to take exception. A recent
publication o f your unsigned
newsletter clearly indicates that
your major issue is the revocation
o f the Garden Cafe’s license. Us
ing this misdirected cause to unify
and motivate the association in
dicates the Association is already
loosing sight o f its intended goals.
Are you really oblivious to the fact
that sitting in the middle o f your
community is a top rated college
accom m odating som e 4000
students. Well, apparently you are
when you make and distribute
printed statem ents th a t the
neighborhood is “ quiet when the
Garden Cafe is closed for summer
vacation."
Since your newsletter is unsign
ed I guess I must direct my com
ments to those o f you who are the
incorporators and directors o f the
association as listed with the
Secretary o f State. I would like to
ask, " are there any o f you who are
deriving an income from the
students such as rentals?”
It's comforting to know that the
double standard is alive and well;
chastise and characterize the stu
dent in public forum today then

collect the rent tomorrow.
I also would like to take excep
tion to a petition that the associa
tion is distributing.
The author of this concoction of
libelous, misconcepted rhetoric and
innuendo must have received some
propaganda training at some point
in time. Your petition is reminis
cent o f an era long gone that end
ed in rubble.
Let’s review a few o f your
statements:
* Profanity and lewdness are not
learned at the Garden. It is not ac
cepted nor tolerated.
•The Garden has never been
charged with serving minors nor
convicted of overcrowding or viola
tion o f fire code. O f the two
bartenders arrested one took the
easy way and pleaded “ nolo” the
other pursued her case and it was
subsequently dismissed by a
superior court judge for lack of
evidence.
•N o fire apparatus, ambulance,
or medical staff o f the hospital has
not been able to access the hospital.
In fact fire trucks and ambulances
use Maude St. because o f parking
allowed on Convent St. If parking
were not allowed on Convent St.
ambulances would save in excess of
1/4 mile in their journey to the
hospital. The hospital wanted it,
the city gave it; the fire department
rerouted the access route to the
hospital in case o f fire. Since I
opened the Garden in June of 1983
the police department has never
been called to respond to an acci
dent because o f my establishment.
Stand on the corner on any given
day between 11:30 am to 1:30 pm
and witness the congestion as peo
ple and cars try to access Newport
Creamery for lunch. You will see
and hear the following:
•profanity as drivers curse each
other out of their car windows

*tires screeching
•accidents
•ambulances STOPPED in traf
fic on Smith St. WAITING to gain
access to Maude St.
•cars parked in every no-parking
zone on Smith and Maude and in
th e h o sp ital parking lot to
patronize Newport Creamery
99 of the patrons o f the Garden
are Providence College students—
these are the people you call “ An
Undesirable Element o f Society.”
I wonder how Mayor Ray Flynn of
Boston and Mayor Joe Walsh of
Warwick, both PC graduates,
would respond to know that their
A lm a M ater h arb o rs the
“ Undesirable Elements o f Socie
ty,” let alone my cousin who is a
doctor and on staff at Kent Coun
ty Hospital, just to mention a few
o f the thousands. Characterizing a
Providence College graduate as an
"Undesirable Element o f Society”
is profanity at its best.
I challenge your Board o f Direc
tors to be the first to sign this peti
tion. Just remember the system you
are using is the same name I use.
I pledge allegiance to the same flag
you do.
In conclusion, why not remove
the militancy from the Elmhurst
Neighborhood Association? Why
not invite the residence, the college,
the students and the businesses
along with city and elected officials
to discuss the problems o f the
neighborhood. You may find them
to be common to all parties.
Presently since all parties are defen
sive in posture for self preservation,
the problems continue. It seems to
me that negotiating for co-existence
is one o f the reasons that our flag
has fifty stars from an original
thirteen.
Richard J . Beneduce
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COMMENTARY
Gorbachev: A New
Leader to Confront
On March 11 1985, Mikhail Gor
bachev was elected G eneral
Secretary o f the Communist Party
Of the Soviet Union. The elevation
o f Gorbachev to party leader has
enabled the Soviet Union to pursue
its goals and aims in a more
forceful and aggressive manner
because of his youth and vigor.
Gorbachev’s quick elevation to
power has caused some con
siderable interest and concern in
the West and particularly, the
United States because o f his talent
in pursuing and influencing world
opinion in support o f Soviet
policies throughout the world.
Gorbachev’s quick elevation to
power was accomplished by his
close association with the late
Soviet President Yuri Andropov,
who died o f illness, after only fif
teen months in office. During A n
dropov’s short tenure, he began to
crack down on corruption, laziness
and drunkenness that was im
peding and curtailing economic
growth and stability and also caus
ing serious social problems.

John
Cotoia
Following Andropov’s example,
Gorbachev has also embarked on
a new crackdown on corruption in
the bureaucracy, laxiness and
drunkenness in the workplace with
more vigor and determination.
Gorbachev is seeking to change the
status quo that had persisted for
decades with high government of
ficials condoning such illegalities.
Gorbachev has publicly dismissed
and ridiculed ineffective and cor
rupt governm ental leaders to
demonstrate his strength and deter
mination to weed out corruption
and inefficiency in the bureaucracy
and in factories.
His ability to crack down on
these illegalities so quickly
demonstrates his growing con
solidation o f power in the govern
ment. He promoted some o f his
loyalists to the Politburo (the rul
ing body o f the Soviet Union) to
enhance his own power and
strength in formulating and im
plementing his policies.
Not only has Gorbachev consolidated power in the economic
and social sphere but has begun to
strengthen his influence in the
foreign policy arena. He promoted
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
to the largely ceremonial post of
President. Replacing Gromyko is a

loyal political confidant o f Gor
bachev, Eduard Shevardnadze,
who is known to be a stern and
tough administration. Gromyko’s
" promotion” would enable Gorb achev to become the chief formulator o f foreign policy.
Since his rise to power, Gor
bachev has placed more emphasis
on public relations that any other
Soviet leader in recent history. He
is trying to project himself as a
peaceful activist to gain the support
of Western Europe in order to
cause friction within NATO. In re
cent months, Gorbachev has pro
posed to the United States that
both immediately halt deployment
o f intermediate-range n u clear
weapons in Europe and also pro
posed moratoriums on nuclear and
antisatellite tests. These proposals
were not meant for the United
States(since it would be detrimen
tal for the United States while
beneficial to U.S.S.R.) but rather
to soothe public opinion in the
West in order for Russia to project
itself as a crusader for world peace
while blaming the United States for
tensions in the world. Influencing
world opinion has been one o f the
chief objectives of Gorbachev’s
foreign policy toward the United
States and particularly, Western
Europe.
Gorbachev’s public relations
style may present some problems
for the United States in vying for
world public opinion since his style
is sm oother and subtle than
previous Soviet leaders. But, the
United States must take the in
itiative and demonstrate to the
world that Gorbachew’s proposals
are merely propaganda in order to
neutralize Western Europe for its
own advantage.
The world may be fascinated by
the new Soviet leader but Gor
bachev’s policies to w a rd human
rights, Afghanistan and arms con
trol have not improved in any
significant degree. Even under Gor
bachev’s leadership, the Soviet
Union continues to support ter
rorists countries like Syria, Cuba
and Libya to impede any chance of
peace in the Middle East and
elsewhere.
The United States must manifest
to the world that the Soviets
haven’t changed their reckless and
dangerous policies but only the way
they present it to the world. Only
if the United States continues to
assist in world peace, will other
countries look toward us for
guidance and leadership to thwart
off the brutality o f the Soviet
Union.
John Cotoia is a member o f '87
and a Political Science major.

Christianity and the Sexual Revolution
Sex is here to stay, but the sex
ual moral standards o f Christian
civilization may not be. That’s the
thrust o f the Journal article " N ow
24 years old, the Pill is credited
with, blamed for drastic social
change.” (May 11, 1985).
Undoubtedly, today’s sexual
revolution directly challenges
Christianity’s prohibition of for
nication and adultery. Some church
thinkers answer the challenge by
advocating a “ new morality” that
is nothing other than a capitulation
to the revolution.
Hard and fast rules which bar
premarital and extramarital sexual
relations under all circumstances
are now considered passe. Only one
universal guideline prevails: So
long as nobody gets hurt, love
makes it right. In any relationship,
however, one must accept respon
sibility. So pleas are made for
responsible contraception, respon
sible sterilization, responsible abor
tion, responsible fornication,
responsible homosexual relations.
Every one of these appeals
assumes that the life-giving function o f sex is an accidental quality
that people are free to suppress
whenever it gets in the way of
other, more “ personal" values.
Leaders in the sexual revolution
are intelligent enough to see that
when they cancel one o f the fun
damental principles of Christian
m orals-- namely, the inherent
lifegiving character o f sex-- they
radically change the whole struc
ture o f sexual morality.
" P rocreation as the prime func
tion o f sex has now receded into
anthropological antiquity,” the
new moralists aver. This divorce
between sex and procreation has
profound consequences. Tradi
tionally, sex, love, marriage and
children were all one package.
Childless couples were looked
down on. E xtra-m arital and
premarital relationships were con
demned. But with the advent of the
sexual revolution, all this changed.
A new pattern emerged: recrea
tional sex-- a kind o f prostitution
for enjoyment, rather than finan
cial gain.
Christopher Lasch points out
that sex valued purely for its own
sake loses all reference to the future
and brings no hope of permanent
relationships. Sexual liaison, in
cluding marriage, can then be ter
minated at pleasure. This means
that lovers forfeit the right to be
jealous or to insist on fidelity as a
condition o f erotic union. Hence
“ open marriage,” wife swapping,

Response to a Television Story
Dear Editor:
After viewing a television report
of the Neighborhood Meeting, held
at St. Pius last Thursday night,
September 19, 1, as a participant in
the meeting, feel the reporting was
not concerned with the thrust or
purpose o f the meeting but attemp
ted to exploit in a sensational way
some long-standing difficulties in
our community. The following six
points illustrate this.
1. The Association invitation to the
meeting specifically played down
(he hostilities and urged a noncon fro n ta tio n a l
atm osphere
without the media invited. Channel 12 was not invited , but came
anyway.
2. No attribution o f the Associa
tion’s role in sponsoring the
meeting, of the specific goals of

helping the community through the
Housing, Political Action, and
Crime Watch Committees was
made.
3. My statement that the friction
was not as acute as in previous
years for a number o f reasons was
described as “ residents say this is
the worst year yet..."
4. A bout 20 minutes o f the
meeting, which discussed housing,
city services, listing and following
up code violations, developing
political action on behalf o f the
residents, were spent on mention
ing the impact of two thousand
students on the area’s residents.
One individual said he wished the
college would house more of its
own students rather than placing
them o ff campus, and limiting
enrollment. This five-minute seg
ment was form
edanshow
nasthe

main purpose of the meeting by
Channel 12.
5. It is true that the Association is
closely watching the appeal of a li
quor license suspension for various
changes brought on by a Pro
vidence Police raid last May. It was
not brought up at all in the report
that fines were levied and paid; on
ly a “ difference o f opinion” was
cited between the establishment
and neighbors.

casual cohabitation, group sex etc.,
become justifiable.
This life style repels Christians.
They believe God gave man sexual
faculties for reproduction. All
words, thoughts and actions related
to sex, therefore, ought to be
regulated in terms of its primary
purpose.
Such an idea can be realized on
ly when relationships between the
sexes are patterned in such a way
that it is normally possible to live
according to this ideal. Hence,
regulation of dating and courtship
practices, of extra and intramarital
relationships. of modesty in dress,

Joseph
Lennon
speech and action, o f entertain
ment, advertising and so on, are all
closely related. They directly affect
each other; they are mutually supportive and dependent. In short, if
the ideal o f chastity is to be achiev
ed, Christians must promote the
conditions which make its realiza
tion possible.
In an environment dosed with
aphrodisiac, the attainment of this
ideal becomes remote and unlike
ly. Yet, “ man has never been
governed exclusively by his loins,"
says Richard Lewinsohn. Freud
recognized that civilization depends
for its existence and development
upon some restraint o f the most
urgent sexual drives. He believed
the ego had to mediate between the
libidinal impulse to private pleasure
and the constructive demands of
the group. When he was reminded

that savages make not such choice,
he replied, "T hat is exactly why
they are still savages.”
Culture and intellectual develop
ment are related to sexual
discipline, says J.D . Unwin, and
V.A. Demant tells us that " if the
sexual behavior of early European
man had been as spontaneously
unrestricted as that o f the natives
o f Samoa, there would have been
no modern Europe.”
Sex outside marriage has never
been sanctioned by the courts.
Some states have repealed, or rare
ly enforce laws against fornication
and adultery, but this is more
because of practical enforcement
concerns than from a conviction
that sexual freedom is a “ constitu
tional right.” Indeed, the U.S,
Supreme Court has refused to
grant a right of sexual privacy to
unmarried persons, even though a
few lower courts have interpreted
the right to privacy as being broad
enough to give constitutional pro
tection to sex between consenting
adults.
The enormous stake society has
in the cultural transmission process
disposes it to favor the mutual, bin
ding commitment on which the
marital institution rests. Up to this
point, the state has always looked
upon the formal family as the
foundation o f society, the essential
element in child development, the
school of public virtue and citizen
ship. To the extent that the sexual
revolution weakens the family
bond, it does a disservice to the
nation.
Joseph Lennon is Vice-President
fo r Community A ffairs at Providence College.

Do PC Men Turn Into Werewolves at
Midnight?
Right.
Co-ed dorms at Providence Col
lege? We aren’t even allowed co-ed
visitation past twelve o’clock on
weeknights.
When midnight rolls around it's
time for all the good little boys and
girls to go to sleep... but what about
the mischievous children? What do
they do after hours?-- Perhaps the
baseball diamond? Perhaps the
Grotto?
Sounds like hot spots to me.
Why, as soon as 11:57 rolls around
the exodus from the dorm begins
and a steady stream o f people flow
into either of these places. They are
transformed into social arenas for
groups o f no more than two.
All right, I realize that sarcasm
will only get me so far, but really,
we are men and women, arc we

Kathy
Plunkett
Expectations are levied on us by
professors, administration, and
parents. Grades, grades, grades are
pounded and pounded and pound
ed again into our heads. So we have
quiet hours. It’s kind o f funny how
the end o f quiet hours coincide with
the end o f parietals. Is that a hint?
So we have to live up to others
with sentee landlords.

I hope this brief statement will
clarify the nature of the reporter’s
6.
The meeting allowed residents, divisive and unfair presentation last
Thursday.
both students and non-students
alike, to present views and ques
Regards,
tions and explore practical steps to
improve community life. It was not
The E lm hurst N eighborhood
a “ gripe session.” A non-student
Association
suggested the example of Ann Ar
bor, Michigan, where students have
Peter Skomoroch
formed a tenant’s union to deal
President

expectations o f us. Shouldn’t we be
allowed to set our expectations in
our own lives? After all, we do
know our own morals better than
a nyone else does.
Someone around here believes
strongly that people turn into un
thinking beings when the clock
strikes twelve.
Personally, I don’t grow fangs
and sprout hair at the stroke of
twelve.
Perhaps the objective behind
parietals is to keep people from
fooling around. But who’s kidding
whom? What difference does one
o'clock a.m . or one o ’clock in the
afternoon make?
Perhaps the objective behind
parietals is to be sure everyone is
allowed ample time to sleep. I
know when I want to sleep, and
when I want to sleep I sleep. I
believe that everyone on this cam
pus rates sleep as one of the most
important activities o f the day.
Perhaps the objective behind
parietals is to separate people
before they get carried away.
Again, we are adults.
The object is-- parietals can keep
people from relating.
Personally, I find shoulders
much softer than pillows.
I think phones can be the coldest
things.
And tears can’t tell time.
We attend a Catholic college. We
expect limitations to be set.
But can a compromise be made?
Suggestion: Extend parietals two
hours, from 12 to 2, and from 2 to
4.
Just to see...
Maybe Someone Around Here
will be surprised.
Sometimes you have to give a lit
tle to get a little.
Or a lot.
Kathy Plunkett is a member o f
the class o f '8 9 and an English
major.
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BUSINESS
Business News
Summary
Tuesday Sept. 17
*The FTC ruled that food chains
may issue customers rain checks if
they run out o f an advertised pro
duct. Previously stores could be
fined up to $10,000.
*4 potential bidders made the
deadline yesterday to purchase
United Press International. They
include The Wire Service Guild,
an Indiana publisher, a Houston
developer and a former CIA
official.
Wednesday Sept. 18
*American citizens took on $6.25
billion more in installment debt
than they paid off in July. This
figure was much greater than that
o f June.
♦Data Resources, a division of
McGraw Hill, has predicted that by
1987 the United States will owe the
rest o f the world $357 billion-- if
the present trends continue. The
U.S. will already by the world’s
biggest debtor in 1986, according
to predictions and forecasting.
* RH Macv & C o., the nations tenth
largest retailer, reported a 44.5%
profit decline in its last quarters
profits totaled $22.86 million com
pared to $44.79 million a year
earlier.
Thursday September 19
♦The FCC decided there no longer
has to be a separation between AT
& T marketing its long-distance ser
vices and its telephone and computer equipment due to the $1
billion loss AT&T incurred per
*The Pentagon has accused the
Soviet U nion o f diverting
thousands o f documents and parts
from universities, contractors and
government agencies in the West in
o rd er to build up m ilitary
industries.

Jobs in 1986:

Where Will They Be?
The American dream begins with
a job. It’s the ticket to the future.
Working means money, a home, a
car, travel to exciting places, educa
tion for the kids.
But these days getting any old
job won’t do. Given the frenetic
pace o f technology, not only in
dividual jobs but even whole job
categories may soon come and go
in a generation or less. Because
there is virtually no business that
will remain unaffected by the hightech revolution, the need is to iden
tify which business and careers
have solid, long-term potential.
T hat's not as simple as it might
seem.
America’s smokestack industries
are in sorry shape, as everybody
knows. The steel, textile and
automotive industries will have a
struggle just staying in business
against overseas rivals subsidized
by foreign governments. Yet they
will remain a land o f opportunity
for those who know where to look.
There’s enormous potential, for ex
ample, in jobs such as robot or
laser technician.
Fortunes will unquestionably
c o n tin u e to be m ade (and
sometimes lost) in semiconductors,
com puters, and softw are by
workaholic entrepreneur. Still, the
high-tech sector is also starting to
feel competitive heat from com
panies in Japan, Korea, and a few
other countries that were dark
horse contenders just a short time
ago.
The brightest spot on the
domestic job scene is services.
Lumped together, services now
account for 70% o f all U.S. jobs

and 60% o f the gross national pro
duct (GNP). "By the year 2000
both these figures will stand at 85%
or more,” predicts Marvin J.
Cetron, president o f Forecasting
International Ltd. " Half o f all the
service jobs then will be in some
facet o f information processing."
The catch is that while a few ser
vice jobs pay handsomely indeedwith a PhD in computer science
and a specialization in artificial in
telligence, you can walk straight
from grad school into a starting
salary of $70,000-such positions are
few and far betw een.

" Learn a jo b
skill. Learn to
Learn. Learn to
think. "

Where do you find out which
careers will be expanding for the
next 15 years and beyond? Cetron
decided to compile his own list of
the best jobs with a future. The ac
companying table o f the fastestgrowing jobs is the final result,
published in Jobs o f the Future.
Elaborating on deficiencies in
government information, W. Clyde
Helms J r ., president o f Occupa
tional Forecasting Inc., says the
Labor Dept. 's " Dictionary o f Oc-

Friday September 20
♦ P h ila d e lp h ia ’s tw o largest
newspapers, the Inquirer and Daily News are now in their second
week o f deliberations. The strike is
expected " to be long and expen
sive" says Sam McKeel, President
o f (he Philadelphia Newspapers
Inc.
♦The Bank o f America is being
charged with failure to comply with
the Federal Bank Secrecy Act ac
cording to the U.S. Treasury Dept.
The Act is aimed at preventing
money laundering.
♦CBS is eliminating 125 new jobs
at the network. This is a conti
nuance of its cost-cutting program.

business, having assimilated the
personal computer, will next rush
to embrace “ thinking” computers.
Just these two trends will have pro
found implications for executives,
employees, and potential investors
alike.
Cetron argues that there will be
a whole gamut o f new jobs beckon
ing to those with the foresight to
prepare for tomorrow’s world of
work. The emphasis will be on
creative insight and imaginationqualities that computers may never
do well-and on technical skills and
the ability to work with computers.
There will be no great shortage of
jobs in the forseeable future,
Cetron believes, only o f people
qualified to do increasingly
challenging work.
Similarly, engineers and techni
cians in high-tech fields will find it
necessary to recycle back through
school after no more than 10 years.
In p articu larly fast-m oving
technologies, whole careers may
whiz by in five-year cycles. “ In the
future,” Cetron says, “ companies
will pay bonuses to employees who
are willing to go back to school for
at least a year, either for refresher
courses or to learn a new skill.”
Another change in tomorrow’s
increasingly cerebral world o f
work: a veritable bonanza o f selfemployed people. In the 1990s the
number o f entrepre neurs will more
than triple. Many will be doing the
same things they once did for a
salary, but as their own bosses.
Large corporations will increasing
ly spin off costly staff functions,
such as real estate administration,
to former employees turned in
dependent contractor’s.
Cetron's watchwords for this
new age o f work: “ Learn a job
skill. Learn to think. And learn to
do it for the rest o f your life.”

T h e F a s t e s t G ro w in g J o b s
Demand
(thousands)

Salary
(midpoint)

Accountant
Advertising
Architect
Attorney
Bank officer
City manager
Computers
Operator
Programmer
Service technician
Systems analyst
Dietician
Economist
Editor, writer, reporter
Engineers
Civil
Electrical/electronic
Elec/electronic technician
Engineering technician
Industrial
Mechanical
Robotic
Industry
■Hazardous waste technician
Holographic-inspector
L aser-processing technologist
M aterials utilization tech
Robot programmer
Robot repair person
Housing rehabilitation
technician
Interactive electronics
technician
Medicine
CAT scan technician
Genetic engineer
Medical lab technician
Physician assistant
P ositron emission technologist
Personnel administrator
Physicist
Psychologist (counseling)
Real estate agent

1,050
100
79
487
643
4

$25,000
40,000
40,000
60,000
29,000
49.000

College
College
College
Graduate
College
College

558
258
93
260
59
44
167

18,000
27,000
28,000
26.000
26,00
25,000
50,000

Vocational
Jr. college
Vocational
Jr college
College
College
College

180
357
359
885
245
237
500

27,000
33.000
24.000
22,000
30,000
28,000
35,000

College
College
Vocational
Vocational
College
College
College

1.500
200
600
400
200
140

28,000
20,000
50,000
24.000
20,000
22,000

1.750

24,000

200

21,000

25
150
205
10
25
405
44
12
582

20,000
38,000
21,000
22,000
20,000
50.000
22,000
22,000
29,000

Jr. college
Graduate
Jr. college
College
College
College
College
Graduate
College

Manufacturer's representative
Stocks & bonds
Wholesale
Social worker
Geriatric social worker
Teacher, high school

440
67
1,000
480
450
1.243

37,000
50,000
33,000
26,000
21,000
18.000

College
College
College
College
College
College

Job title

Saturday Sept. 21
*Ford M otor Company announc
ed a 2.9 percent price hike in 1986.
General Motors Corp., the auto in
dustries price leader, had previous(Conyinued on pg. 9)

Scholarships Available For
Grads and Undergrads
The rumor is a fact! Millions of
dollars in scholarships, grants,
fellowships and other financial aid
go unused each school year because
students simply do not apply!
According to the Regional Direc
tor o f the National Student Service
Association (NSSA), the amount
o f funds o f which is unused by the
public is enormous. How many
sc h o larsh ip s,
g ran ts
and
fellowships that are bypassed,

cupational Titles” not only doesn’t
list many high tech jobs, but also
contains an "unestimable number”
of obsolete occupations among the
28,000 occupations that are listed
in the DOT. What’s worse, the Dot
is in turn the chief source for the
L abor D e p t.’s O ccupational
Outlook Handbook which is used
by vocational schools, career
guidance counselors, and place
ment agencies throughout the
country. Because the publications
are so out o f date, Helms charges
“ we’re misleading the young peo
ple and the older people who are
going to school to prepare for
careers."
The trouble here is that the
government sets the standard for
defining what a job is. Cetron’s
book does this, too, but in a rather
superficial manner, but without a
government standard, who’s to say
what the difference is between,
“ robot technician” and “ robot
maintenance person” ?
M any tra d itio n a l factory
categories will vanish in the future,
being taken over by robots and
computers. Over the next 10 years,
the number o f robots in the U.S.
industry will mushroom tenfold to
200,000, according to several ex
perts. This “ steel-collar” work
force will displace 4.2 million peo
ple by the turn o f the century. A
study by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers predicts
that by 1990 robots will eliminate
half o f all the people who were
working on automotive assembly
lines in 1980.
The juggernaut o f technology
gives no hint o f slowing down. In
fact, the tempo o f change tomor
row will be absolutely blistering.
For one thing, industry will be
swept from an era o f mechaniza
tion into one of automation. And

because of the physical impossibly
o f the student to personally
research the hundreds o f millions
o f dollars in financial aid provid
ed each year, is not known. We do
know that money is there, and is
not being used.
P ractically
all
students,
regardless o f scholastic achieve
ment or family income can and do
qualify for many forms o f finan
cial aid. The NSSA Regional
Center has over 3 billion dollars in

its data bank, and is available for
students pursuing a higher educa
tion. Financial aid is available for
freshm an, sophomores, and
graduate students. The NSSA
GUARANTEES results in finding
financial aid sources for students,
or the processing fee is refunded.
For a free application and more in
formation write to NSSA, Box 52,
Bourbonnais, IL 60914. Please
specify undergraduate or graduate
information.

Education

Jr. college
Jr. college

On-the-job
College
Jr. college
Vocational
Vocational
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Analysis Tools For Business
Ratio analysis and break-even
analysis are important management
tools for assessing your company’s
financial p o sitio n , identifying
areas that require improvement,
and facilitating financial and
operational decision-making.
Ration analysis is the calculation
o f certain financial relationships
among various aspects o f your
business. The five basic categories
o f ratios relate to the financial
characteristics which they measure
(liquidity, leverage, turnover, pro
fitability, and trading ratios).
Liquidity ratios measure your
company’s ability to repay its
short-term obligations as they come
due. The current ratio, or current
assets over current liabilities, is the
most common.
Leverage ratios measure the
relative investment o f creditors ver
sus owners o f your business. Total
liabilities divided by total net worth
will measure your com pany’s
financial leverage. The higher the
ratio, the more highly leveraged
your company is.
Turnover ratios measure how
many times you replace your inven
tories during a year. Expressed in
days, these ratios indicate how
quickly your assets are being con
verted into cash.
Profitability ratios help you
measure the profitability o f your
company in terms o f the relation
ship between pre-tax profits and
total assets, net worth and net
sales.
Finally, trading ratios measure
how many dollars o f sales are pro
duced by a given level o f working
capital or total assets.
In order to properly analyze

these ratios and evaluate your com
pany’s financial position, you must
assemble sources o f comparative in
dustrial data and prepare ratio
trend and charts. Industry ratios
should be compared with your
company’s ratio trends over the last
three to five years in order to
evaluate your current financial
position. Ratios should be analyz
ed at least every quarter.
The benefits from ratio analysis
include the identification o f your
financial strengths and limitations
based on your past performances,
help in forming goals and financial
forecasts, and an understanding of
how c red ito rs evaluate your
business.
Break-even analysis is a manage
ment technique used to determine
the sales level that will generate the
revenue required to operate your
company. This analysis requires
knowledge o f the fixed and variable
costs o f making and selling goods,
the contribution margin for each
unit sold or for sales dollars for the
company as a whole, and the rele
vant range over which fixed and
variable cost relationships hold.
The use o f break-even analysis
will enable you to improve business
plan n in g , fa c ilitate decisionmaking process, set sales prices that
are profitable, and control fixed
and variable costs. When used in
conjunction with ratio analysis,
these management tools can suc
cessfully help you manage your
company’s financial resources.
This article by John H . Doherty
appeared previously in Business
Fortnightly.

Consumer Analysis:

Long Distance Phone Companies
Continued fro m Last Issue

PHONE RATE COMPARISON
Day
8 am-5 pm
Mon.-Fri.

Evening
5 pm-11 pm
Mon.-Fri.

Night/Weekend
11 pm-8 am M-F
All day Sat. & Sun.
till 5 pm

$.43/.2 9
.29/.2 9
.30/ . 30
.32/.27
.42/.2 5
.48/.28

$.25/ . 17
.17/.1 7
.30/.30
.21/.1 6
.22/.13
.28/.1 7

$.18/.1 2
.12/.1 2
.12/.1 2
.14/.11
. 15/.09
.19/.12

$.43/.29
.2 9/.29
.30/ . 30
.35/.3 2
.44/ . 29
.51/.33

.26/.1 7
.17/.1 7
.19/.1 9
.21 /.19
.26/ . 17
.30/.20

$.1 8 /.12
.12/.1 2
.12/.1 2
.14/.13
.16/.11
.20/ . 14

$.44/.3 4
.36/.3 6
.35/.35
.36/.34
.44/.3 0
.52/ . 37

.26/ . 19
.1 9 /.19
.22/.22
.21/.20
.26/ . 18
.31/.23

$.19/.13
.14/.14
.14/.14
.14/.13
.17/.12
.20/ . 15

$.49/.31
.29/.29
.31/.31
.36/.3 4
.44/.3 0
.51/.35

.26/ . 18
.1 7 /.17
.19/.19
.21/.20
.26/ . 18
.30/.21

$.18/ . 13
.12/.12
.12 /1 2
.14/.13
.17/.12
.20/ . 14

$.45/.3 3
.36/.36
.35/.35
.44/.3 6
.45 /.3 1
.52/.37

.27/.20
.1 9 /.19
.22/.2 2
.21/.21
.27/ . 19
.31/.23

$.19/.1 3
.1 4 /.14
.14/.14
.14/.14
.17/.12
.20/.1 5

$.47/.3 4
.36/.36
.38/.3 8
.46/.3 7
.47/.32
.56/.39

.28/.20
.19/.19
.24/.24
.28/.2 2
.28/.1 9
.33/.24

$.20/ . 14
.14/.14
.15/.15
.19/.15
.18/.13
.22/.1 6

Providence to:
Boston
LINK
SBS SKYLINE
TELEMARKETING
MCI
GTE SPRINT
AT&T
Hartford
LINK
SBS SKYLINE
TELEMARKETING
MCI
GTE SPRINT
AT&T
Philadelphia
LINK
SBS SKYLINE
TELEMARKETING
MCI
GTE SPRINT
AT&T
New York
LINK
SBS SKYLINE
TELEMARKETING
MCI
GTE SPRINT
AT&T
Washington, D.C.
LINK
SBS SKYLINE
TELEMARKETING
MCI
GTE SPRINT
AT&T
Chicago
LINK
SBS SKYLINE
TELEMARKETING
MCI
GTE SPRINT
AT&T

Get involved in the business world, and make
every decision count. Business writers need
ed. Write The Cowl - B ox 298 1 , or call
865-2214.

* BUSINESS SUMMARY,
(Continued fro m pg. 8)

The national unemployment level
is currently 7 percent.

ly announced a 3 percent price
increase.
*Levi Strauss & Co. teamed with
Spiegel Company to produce a
catalog which would help the com
pany with losses in sales. Catalogs
will be mailed to Spiegel customers
and others next week.
•Rhode Island’s unemployment
level dropped to 4.1 percent in
August-- the lowest in 16 years.

Sunday September 22
*The stock market closed at its
lowest level in three months this
week. The Dow Jones fell 9.74
points.
•A top Vermont official o f the
U.S. Small Business Administra
tion has been charged with extor
ting m oney from a business
consultant.
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Small Business Conference
at Providence Marriott
The White House Conference on
Small Business will hold an open
forum in Providence, Rhode
Island, on Wednesday, October 16,
1985 at the Providence Marriott.
“ The small business communi
ty in Rhode Island is thriving with
99.6 of all Rhode Island businesses
being small ventures,” said Jack L.
Courtemanche, Conference Ex
ecutive Director.
“ Seldom has the Federal
G overnm ent focused on the
specific needs o f small business.
The White House Conference on

Small Business is the vehicle by
which Rhode Island small business
men and women can raise their
voices to the Congress and the
President and set an agenda for
their fu ture,” Courtem anche
added.
The purpose o f the White House
Conference is to increase public
awareness of the contribution of
small business and to identify its
problems, to examine the status of
women and minorities as small
business owners, to assist small
business in its role as the Nation’s

FRANK'S AUTO BODY
558 Douglas Avenue, Providence, R.I.

PrecisionCollisionRepair

major job creator, to develop
recommendations for government
action, and to review the status of
the recommendations from the
1980 conference.
Small business men and women
from all parts of Rhode Island will
attend the conference. They will
discuss such issues as government
regulation and paperwork, tax
policy, payroll costs, education and
training, and procurement.
People interested in attending the
White House Conference on Small
Business can write the Conference
for further information at 1801 K
St. NW, Suite 1101, Washington,
D.C. 20006 or call the U.S. Small
Business Administration office in
Providence 528-4561).
Pre-registration is encouraged,
but on site registration is permitted.
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Chief E-Z-liner Systems

WE’RE YOUR
TYPE
421-0401
719 Fleet Bank Building
Providence. Rhode Island
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ARTS/E
TV Picks & Pans
Our Fam ily H on or— A F lop!
by Melissa Trainor

This past week was host to the
preview o f the upcoming fall TV
series. Our Family Honor can be
seen on Tuesday's at 9 o’clock.
The series concerns the ongoing
struggle for power between the
McKays and the Danzigs. The
McKays, a family o f cops, and the
Dan/igs. a family o f organized
crim e, have been rivals for over
three generations. Patrick McKay,
played by Kenneth McMillan, is the
head o f the McKay family, and
Vincent Danzig, played by Eli
Wallach, is the head o f the Danzig
family.
Patrick McKay is in line for
the police commissioner's job. but
the murder o f his son Frank's part
ner, whose body is found with
$10,000 in cash, proves to be an
obstacle for him.
The main point of action in the
two hour opener is Frank's strug
gle to prove that his partner was set
up by the Dan/igs. This leads to the
death of witness Dawn, a hooker
whom Frank's partner is dating.
A suspected case o f police

brutality comes into focus when a
criminal is shot and killed by the
police.
Things straighten out when
Dawn’s drug dealer confesses; he
is later shot by a sniper.
Patrick gets the commissioner's
job and the Danzigs begin plann
ing their next mode of attack which
will be seen in an upcoming show.
U n fo rtu n ately O ur Fam ily
Honor is unable to accomplish
what it’s trying to achieve. The
scenes are too short; one chase
scene lasted less than a minute, and
it is difficult to follow “ who’s
who."
The only character who was
given a lot o f airtime is Frank
McKay, played by Tom Mason.
Unfortunately for him, he sounds
more like one o f the Italian
mobsters than the Irish cop from
Queens that he is portraying.
Unless the show picks up its pace
it will not make it.
A " cops and robbers" storyline
is expected to be filled with action
packed excitement. This is not
fulfilled in Our Family Honor and
because o f this it may be unable to
stand up to the competition.

Michael Woods stars as Jery Cole, the son of a crime lord, and Daphne Ashbrook stars as Liz McKay,
granddaughter of New York City’s Commissioner of Police, in "Our Family H onor" a new, dramaticseries which had a special premiere presentation Tuesday, Sept. 17 (9:00-11:00 p.m., EDT). The sries
will be seen regularly on Tuesdays 10:00-11:00 p.m ., EDT. (ABC photograph)

The Golden Girls—Humor for AH Ages
by Megan Walsh
A bright spot on the fall TV
horizon is NBC’s Golden Girls.
This upbeat comedy stars four
wonderfully funny older women:
Bea Arthur, Estelle Getty, Rue
McClanahan and Betty White. All
are fine comediennes who have
been absent from the TV scene for
too long.
This show, the brainstorm of
NBC program director Brandon
Tartikoff, is a daring step for NBC.
In an age where good looks, wealth
and rock music sells, it's unusual
to see a network go with a show so

different. This is a part o f what
makes Golden Girls work.
Another reason this show works
is the writer, Susan Harris. She
wrote scripts for A ll in the Family
and was the creator of Soap and
Benson. Harris will write at least
four o f the season’s thirteen
scheduled shows. She was intrigued
about writing for a show where the
leading ladies are all over thirtylive.
Dorothy, Rose and Blanche,
played by Bea A rthur, Betty White
and Rue McClanahan respectively,
are women in their “ golden years"
sharing a Miami house. In the
season premiere they are joined by

Dorothy’s mother (Estelle Getty),
a wise-cracking octegenarian whose
retirement home has burned down.
The girls don’t have to worry about
living space because Blanche’s new
boyfriend has proposed. Luckily
for us she turns him down, and we
know we’ll be seeing her again next
week.
The Golden Girls will be seen
regularly on Saturdays at 9:00, and
it is worth it to stay home a few
nights to catch this refreshing new
comedy. You don’t have to be a
senior citizen to appreciate this
kind of humor-- it’s fun for all
ages!

Preview:

Michael Boroskin in Concert
by Rosemary Cipolla
Michael Boroskin has "rocksolid technique, first class musi
cianship and intelligence,” accor
ding to the New York Times.
Mr. Boroskin, a world renown
ed pianist, will be playing on Sunday , September 29 at 3:00 in Grant
Recital Hall in Brown University
(located behind the Orwig Music
Building, corner o f Hope and
Young Orchard Streets.)
This concert is co-sponsored by
the Providence College Music Pro
gram and The Department of
Music at Brown University. Mr.
Boroskin has appeared often in
Providence at Rhode Island Col
lege, RIC ’s summer music festival,
and the Chopin Club.
According to the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung, Boroskin has
a “ brilliant, well-developed techni

que, almost inexhaustible reserves
of strength, as well as a natural
feeling for the large scale
structures."

“ Brilliant, well-developed
technique, almost inex
haustible reserves o f
strength, as well as a
natural feeling fo r the
large scale structures. "
-- Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung
C on sistently
re-engaged
wherever he plays, his extensive
American concert schedule has in
cluded the Denver Symphony O r
chestra, Smithsonian Institution,
Harvard and Yale Universities, Or
chestra New England, and the New
Mexico Music Festival. In New

York City, he has been heard on
the Music Today Series at Merkin
Concert H all, Concert Artists
Guild Series at Carnegie Recital
Hall, and Composers’ Showcase
Series at the Whitney Museum of
American Art.
Mr. Boroskin’s tours in nearly a
dozen countries abroad have also
met with triumphant success. He
has recently received the coveted
Solo Recitalists Award from the
National Endowment for the Arts,
and has also won prizes in several
prominent international competi
tions. A native New Yorker and
Julliard graduate, Mr. Boroskin is
on the faculty o f The Mannes Col
lege o f Music.
The Denver Post refers to this
pianist as “ one o f the new crop of
American pianists who are taking
the n a tio n —and w orld-- by
storm.”

REM Moves Forward
by Bernard Ashba
During the past few years, the
group REM has been hailed by
critics as the best thing to happen
to American music since the begin
ning o f the eighties.
This past summer the band
released their third album which
has helped them become more ac
cessible to their listening audience.
Fables o f the Reconstruction,
REM’s new album has given them
more radio exposure.
On this album the band tries a
few new things with their songs. On
Can 't Get There Here the band in
corporates horns. A violin is used
on Feeling Gravity Pull.
The best example o f the bands

new direction is Driver 8. It has the
same sound o f earlier REM songs
except that the lyrics are much
more audible than usual.
On their earlier albums the lyrics
o f their songs are for the most part
inaudible and there are a few in
stances when you can actually hear
what they are saying. On Fables o f
Reconstruction some songs such as
Kohoutik and Life and H ow to
Live It, have lyrics that are still
hard to discern.
With this new album REM is
beginning to gain a much wider au
dience. Old fans o f the group will
find Fables o f the Reconstruction
very enjoyable. Hopefully, the
band will continue to gain a wider
appeal with subsequent material.

Computers in Theatre
Brown University Theatre, in
co n junction
w ith
Rosco
Laboratories, Inc. and the United
States Institu te fo r Theatre
Technology /New England section,
will offer a seminar on the various
uses o f computers in the theatre at
10:30am on Saturday, October 5th
in Leeds Theatre. The seminar is
open to the public and free of
charge. Advance reservations of
participants is required by calling
401-863-3283.
The seminar at Brown will be
conducted by Bob Saturn, Product
Manager for Computer Software at
Rosco Laboratories. Mr. Saturn’s
credits include fifteen years of
work in professional New York
theatres w here he served as

Lighting/ b ound Technician for
over 30 productions [most recent
ly on Broadway with Nicholas
Nickelby, The Three Musketeers
and for three years with the pro
duction o f Amadeus]. His work
with micro-computers led him to
Rosco Laboratories where he in
vestigates new theatrical computer
program s. At Brown he will
demonstrate PACS, a box office
m anagem ent
system ,
and
A LD /PRO , a package for the
lighting designer that facilitates the
paperw ork
of
instrum ent
schedules, equipment lists, and
light plots. Another of the thirteen
programs now offered by Rosco
will also be demonstrated.

Brown University Opens Season With Our Town
Brown Theatre will present
Thornton W ilder’s classic and
poignant dram a, Our Town, in
Faunce House Theatre at 8:00 pm,
Thursday through Sunday October
3-6 and 10-13. Our Town, directed
at Brown by Don B. Wilmeth, is
romance, drama and tragedy, all
set against a backdrop o f an in
timate American neighborhood.
Author o f other such successful
plays as The Skin o f Our Teeth and
The Matchmaker (which won the

forebearer o f the musical Hello
Dolly! ten years later), Thornton
Wilder won his second Pulitzer
Prize for Our Town in 1938.
The play opens in 1901 and is set
in the tiny town o f Grovers Cor
ners, New Hampshire where the
G ibbses and the Webbs are
neighbors. In the course o f the
play, we see youngsters, George
Gibbs and Emily Webb grow up
together, fall in love, marry and
finally confront death. In on of the

most touching scenes in the
American theatre, Wilder shows us
death through the eyes of the dead
as a patient waiting for a clearer
understanding; a view that the liv
ing cannot grasp while being too
absorbed with the petty concerns of
living from day to day.
In the traditional simplicity of
style associated with Our Town
productions, the action takes place
on a primary bare stage with the
audience members’ imaginations to

create the surroundings. Costumes,
designed by Donna Himmelberger,
will be from the period o f the ear
ly 1900s.
Tickets to Our Town are $5.00 each
on Thursdays and Sundays and
$6.00 each on Fridays and Satur
days. Discounts are available to
children under 12, college students
and senior citizens with tickets at
$3.00 each On Thursdays and Sun
days and $4.00 on Fridays and
S aturdays. Six-- show season

subscriptions are available and cost
$20.00 on weekdays, $25.00 on the
weekend (discounts at $ 15.00 and
$20.00). For more information and
reservations, call (401)863-2838.
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TERTAINMENT
Goodbye Charlie in Wrong Timeframe
by Heather Wessely
William Shakespeare often used
anachronism successfully in his
plays to add an immediacy to his
often historically remote stories.
Shakespeare, however, never made
anachronism a major element of
his plays. It is in trying to do just
this that the production o f Goodbye Charlie at City Nights Theatre
in Pawtucket fails. The play suffers
from a lack o f credibility which
stems from a disparity between the
time frame in which the characters
live and their attitudes toward the
relationship of the sexes.
The plot initially offers some
promise. It revolves around the ex
periences of a notorious California

gave Charlie a feeling for what it’s
like to be an intelligent woman in
a world o f playboys.
The other aspects of the produc
tion are unable to compensate for
these weaknesses o f the script.
Although the blame for setting the
play in an unlikely timeframe no
doubt belongs to playwright
G eorge
A xelrod,
set
designer/director David Jepson
compounds the anachronism by
giving us a trendy, Malibu beach
house which looks like it comes
straight out o f the 1970’s. The
cast’s effort is not strong enough
to alleviate the weak script either.
John Cicero as George Tracy,
bosom buddy o f the male Charlie
and disin terested object o f

Brooklyn loan shark, one who
would no doubt find it difficult to
charm so many Beverly Hills
socialites into his bed. Rusty
Mayerling (Kathy Salisbury) is the
one supporting character for whom
the audience can feel anything, but
the only appropriate emotion is pi
ty for a woman who has no identi
ty outside the context o f some
man's existence.
This play could have been much
more successful if either playwright
Axelrod or director Jepson had
simply taken the action out of a
contemporary setting and placed it
in a pre-sexual revolution context,
where the characters’ attitudes
would have been much more
believable. The play’s ending is

Goodbye Charlie
playboy who dies and , in a master
ful stroke o f divine retribution, is
reincarnated as a beautiful woman.
But an idea that seems like a firstrate premise for a rollicking farce
soon wears thin due to friction bet
ween the play's " present-day” ,
1980’s setting, and the characters’
old-fashioned notions about the
relationship between men and
women.
It is very difficult to believe that
the worldly residents o f 1985 Bever
ly Hills would still believe that a
woman can be happy only when
she feels “ wanted, needed, and lov
ed” by a man. Even Charlie’s ex
periences as a woman only serve to
teach him what it means to be
hopelessly in love with someone
who doesn’t love you back, a
lesson that could just as easily been
learned by a man. It would seem
that a more appropriate punish
ment would have been one that

the female Charlie’s affection,
never succeeds in making the au
dience feel anything toward his
character. One minute he is the
somewhat appealing chum o f
Charlie, the next a fatuous male
chauvinist telling Charlie that she
would make someone a great wife
because she could “ anticipate a
man’s every wish,” as if the merits
o f a wife depend on her ability to
serve her husband’s every wish.
They overlook the potential for
development o f the conflicting
emotions George would be feeling
as former friend and potential lover
o f Charlie. Sharon Lee O ’Neill on
ly partially succeeds in her difficult
role as a woman playing a man
who has become a woman.
Although we feel a bit more for
Charlie than for George, the depth
of that feeling is lessened by
O’Neill’s insistence on portraying
Charlie as some kind o f macho

reminiscent o f the comedies of the
40’s and 50’s, and the entire pro
duction might be better served if
the action took place in 1940' s
Hollywood. The play could have
had something insightful to say
about the male-female roles and
relationships as they existed in the
past instead o f presenting a
somewhat inaccurate picture o f the
relationship o f the sexes in the
present.
A new setting would go a long
way toward establishing more
realistic characters, thereby achiev
ing one o f the most essential
elements o f successful th e a tre emotional involvement on the part
o f the audience. Without this
crucial aspect, it is all too often
Goodbye Charlie._______________

City Nights Dinner Theatre presents the comedy Goodbye Charlie
every Friday and Saturday evening in September. Pictured: Sharon
O’Neil, Johnn Cicero. (Photo by Gene Sasnett, Jr. 1985)

Next Week: More

TV Picks and Pans

COMING SOON-

Movie Review:

Adventures With Pee-wee
by Gerard DeNegre
There is a new kid in the Warner
Brothers’ neighborhood. A few of
us have been introduced to his uni
que entertainment style on the
David Letterman Show, and now
his fans are blessed with 100
minutes of childish expressions and
an unusual Disneyworld laugh. He
is Pee-wee Herman, and his first
movie is Pee-wee's Big Adventure.
The movie opens with a lively
dream o f Pee-wee winning the
“ Tour de France” on his " spiffy”
bicycle. His big adventure begins
when his prized bicycle is stolen by
his devious friend Francis Buxton.
Pee-wee is distraught over his loss
and sets out to reclaim what is his.
A fter days o f searching he falls
upon the fortune-teller Madame
Ruby, who misleads him to the
basement of the Alamo. So begins
the second p a rt o f his big
adventure.
Upon his arrival at the Alamo,
Pee-wee realizes that he has been
deceived. As his search continues,
he finds his way into a private
motorcycle club, where he tries to
use the telephone. This is an amus
ing scene. The gang nearly kills
Pee-w ee; b u t he p roves his
“ coolness” , and they befriend him.
Pee-wee rides off on one o f the
club members’ motorcycle and
nearly kills himself.
Pee-wee’s search ends one mor
ning while lying in his hospital bed,
after his treacherous motorcycle
ride. He awakens to see his bicycle
on national news. Thus,
thethird
and final part o f his search takes
place.

Pee-wee recovers his bike in
California at the Warner Brothers
studio. With “ James Bond kindastuff" , Pee-wee escapes the studio
security guards and begins his
journey home. The movie ends
with Warner Brothers producing
t heir rendition o f Pee-wee’s Big
Advent ure. Pee-wee and all his new
friends are reunited at a drive-in
debut.
The story, the plot development
and most o f the characters are
weak. The story seems to have a
few holes in it, and the characters
have brief and insignificant roles.
The focus o f this film is not the
story itself, but the main character
Pee-wee.
Pee-wee H erm an has a
refreshing entertaining style. His
precious and uproarious facial ex
pressions, and his zany laugh gives
new meaning to the word come
dian. It is this unique blend of
strange behavior and childish man
nerism that makes Pee-wee so ap
pealing. What is more, Pee-wee has
never appeared in public out o f this
character, thus making him a
mystery.
What the future holds for Peewee Herman is o f course, uncer
tain. Hopefully, we will see new
alternatives with the same wit, but
a stronger story and plot develop
ment. Pee-wee has potential to
become a Hollywood great in the
comedy industry. If you decide to
see Pee-w ee's Big A dventure
remember to focus on his antics
a n d u n i q u e ch aracter, and
disregard the actual story. If you
focus on him you will lo ve the
movie!

A W orkshop fo r Freshmen on ....
COLLEGE RELATIONSHIPS
An informal gorup session led by specially-trained upperclass students
Topics include—
Meeting new people, exploring unfamiliar
social settings and learning to juggle family life and
college.

Learn the ropes from other P.C. students!

DATE: Tuesday, October 1
TIME: 2:30 p .m .-3 :3 0 p.m.
PLACE: Slavin 102

Sign up by September 30 in the Student Development Center, Slavin 209
Other group times are also available.
Refreshments
*Co-Sponsored by the Student Development Center
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Arts and Entertainment Update
ART EXHIBITS
by Christine Parisi
Bannister Gallery, Rhode Island
College.
Bert Art Gallery, Biltmore Plaza,
Providence. 353-1723.
Bell Gallery, List Art Center, 11
am-4 pm, Sat.-Sun. 1-4 pm. Alan
Wexler- Small buildings and Fur
niture thru Oct. 6.
Boston Museum of Science (617)
723-2500. China: 7000 yrs o f
discovery thru Oct. 6.
Hunt-Cavanagh Art Gallery, Pro
vidence College, lower campus.
Mon.-Thur. 9:30 a.m .-4:30 p .m.,
6:30 p.m .-9:00 p.m .; Fridays 9:30
a .m.-4:00 p.m.
Museum of Rhode Island History
at Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent
Street, Providence. Tues.-Sat.
11:00 a.m .- 4:00 p .m .; Sun.
1:00-4:00 p.m. Admission is S I.50
for adults, 50 cents for senior
citizens and students.
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues.,
Wed., Fri. and Sat. 10:30 a.m.-5:00
p.m .;T hur. 12:00-9:00 p.m.; Sun.
2:00-5:00 p.m. In the Shadow o f
Fugi thru Oct. 27; The A rt o f the
Dogon: Selections fro m the Hans
Gugenheim Collection thru Nov.
17.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park, Ar
mistice Blvd, Pawtucket, R.I.
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat.
10:00 a .m .-4:00 p .m .. Sun.
1:00-5:00 p.m. People- PlacesPatterns by Harbach, Jennings and
Van Dexter Sept. 15-Oct. 4;
demonstration by newspaper il
lustrator Bob Selby Sun. Sept. 29,
2:00 pm.
Smith Goodrich Gallery, 262
Weybosset St., Providence. Cur
rently Living and Working in
Rhode Island an exhibition of
drawing, painting, metals, wood,
glass, and ceramics, thru Oct. 12
Tues-Sat. 11 am-6 pm
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
St., Providence. Mon.-Fri. 9:00
a .m .-4:00 p .m .; Sat. 11:00
a.m-4:00 p.m.; Sun. 2:00-5:00 p.m.
URI Main Gallery. Fine Arts
Center, Mon.-Fri. 12-3 pm, Tucs.Fri. 7:30-9:30 pm Stanley Witney,
Paintings and Drawings Sept
16-Oct. 4.

ON STAGE
City Nights Dinner Theatre, Ex
change S tre e t,
P aw tucket,
723-6060. Goodbve Charlie Sept.
27-28.
Providence P erfo rm in g A rts
Center,220 Weybosset S t..P ro 
vidence 421 -2997. Dreamgirls Oct.
8-13. For ticket information call
421-ARTS.
The Rhode Island Shakespeare
Theatre, The Swanhurst Theatre,
Webster St., Newport. 849-7892.
Trinity Square Repertory C o., 201
W ashington S t., Providence,
521-1100. Cal on a H ot Tin Roof.
by Tennessee Williams, Tues. Oct
15,8:00 pm in the upstairs theatre.
The Marriage o f Bette and Bo in
the downstairs theatre.
Brown Univ. Theatre, 863-2838.
Our Town, by Thorton Wilder, Oct
3-6. Oct. 10-13 at Faunce Theatre;
Rosco Labs. Inc. Seminar on
Carpenters in the Theatre, Oct. 3,
10:30 am at Leeds Theatre.
Call Fr. McPhail’s office Mon. and
Tues. regarding 50 cent tickets to
Trinity Rep.

CONCERTS
Brown University-Grant Recital
Hall. Pianist Michael Boroskin
Sept. 29 3:00 pm.
Channing Music Services Biel
Staines to perform at Channing
Church in Newport Sept. t.'i at 8:

pm, 849-7721.
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.
Providence. Son Seals-Chicago
blues artist Sat. Sept. 28 10:30 pm.
Providence Civic Center Dire
Straits Oct. 4 at 8:00 pm; Barry
Manilow Oct. 12 at 8:00 pm.
Roger Williams Park The Halkias
Family Orchestra Sun. Sept. 29,
1:00-4:00 pm.
URI Main Gallery, Leroy Jenkinsjazz violinist Oct. 1 at 8:00 pm.

CLUBS
by Jen LaTorre
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Wed. Sept. 25 Tom Hines (DJ)
Thurs. Sept. 26 Coleen Shea
Fri. Sept. 27 Poor Boy
Sat. Sept. 28. Second Ave
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
North Providence. 353-9790.
Wed. Sept. 25 The Heat
Thurs. Sept. 26-28 PS and the
Flyers
Sun. Sept. 29 Probers
Mon. Sept. 30 The Name
Tues. Oct. 1 Foreplay and No
Exit
Wed. Oct. 2 Warm Missies
Cover charge: Sun.-Thur.—$4;
Fri. and Sat.—$5
Sunday after 9:30—ladies’ free
admission
G. Flagg's, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-1258.
Open bar—8:00-9:00; Thur.Sun.—2 for 1-8:00-11:00; $4
cover charge.
Gillary's, 198 Thames St., Bristol.
253-2012.
Free Admission
G ulliver’s,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Wed. Sept. 25 The Name
Thurs. Sept. 26-Sept. 30 Fallen
Angels
J .R .’s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771
Every Wed. Strut
Thurs. Sept. 26 Otis Day and the
Nites
Sept. 27-28 Warm Missies
Sun. Sept. 29 Touch
Open bar every night, 7:30-9:30.
Cover charge varies. Wed.—Open
bar for ladies, 8:00-11:00; for men,
7:00-8:00
K irby’s, Rt. 7, Sm ithfield.
231-0230
Happy hour every day 3:00-7:00
Every Wed. English
Every Thurs., Fri., Sat. DJ for
the Danee Club
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence. 421-7170.
52 cover charge
Wed. Sept. 25 Duke Robelard
Thurs. Sept. 26 Wilson Blue &
Blue Roots
Fri. Sept. 27 Sally and the
Sophisticates,
If Then Go To
Sat. Sept. 28 Sun Seals Blues
Band with Detroit State
Sept. 29 and Sept. 30 Rudy
Cheeks-CoiUCdiac-Bite o f the
Monster
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Cover charge varies.
Wed. Sept. 25 Marti Jones 11:00
pm, (all ages) Die Kruezen 9:30
pm, Dlicyde 8:00 pm
Thurs. Sept. 26 No Secrets

Fri. Sept. 27 The Dickie Belts
Band The Creek
Sat. Sept. 28 Sussman Lawrence
Sun. Sept. 29 Beat Aid! (Fun
draiser for Africa)
Lupo’s, 377 Westminster St.,
Providence.
M on.-W ed.—O pen
bar,
8:00-9:00
Cover charge varies
Every TuesdayTom Keegan &
the Language
“Cahoot’s” Marriott Lounge, Pro
vidence. 272-2400. Throughout
Sept.: Area Code
Muldoon's Saloon, 250 South
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Wed. Sept. 25-Sat. Sept. 28 Fintan Stanley Band
Sun. Sept. 29 Dara Down
Tues. Oct. 1 Frank Ryab and
The Celtic Clan
Wed. Oct. 2 John Lobridge
Happy hour every day until 9:00
$2 cover charge on Fri. and Sat.
Periwinkle's, The Arcade, Pro
vidence. 274-0170.
Every Sun. and Wed.Frank
SantosR-Rated hypnotist
Every Tues.Flashback and 50’s
& 60’s Acapella performance
Every
T h urs.O pen
Nile
Comedy-Amatuer’s
Every Fri. and Sat.Comedy
Review-Professionals

ON SCREEN
by Jen LaTorre ’88
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.

1:10 3:10 5:10 7:30 9:35
W ed.
&
T h u rs.,
Sept
Hell Hole Mon.-Thurs. 1:25 3:25
18-19—W oody Allen Double
5:25 Sun. & Fri. 1:25 3:25 5:25 7:30
Feature
10:00 Sat. 1:25 3:25 5:25 7:3010:00
Sept. 25-26 Yojimbo 9:15
12:00
Throne o f Blood 7:00
Creator Mon.-Thurs. 1:00 3:00
Sept. 27-28 Prizzie’s Honor 9:15
5:00 7:35 9:35 Sat. 1:00 3:00 5:00
Mean Street’s 7:00
1:00 pm matinee Sat. showing 7:35 9:35 11:50
Compromising Positions Mon.for both films
Thurs. 1:15 3:15 5:15 Fri. & Sun.
12:00 midnite LIfeforce
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 The Brother 1:15 3:15 5:15 7:40 9:55 11:55
Better of Dead Mon.-Thurs. 1:20
From Another Planet 9:20
The Adventures o f Buckaroo 3:207:15 Fri. & Sun. 1:203:207:15
9:30 Sun. 1:20 3:207:15 9:30 11:30
Banzai 7:15
Invasion USA Mon.-Thurs. 1:05
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
3:05 5:05 Fri. & Sun. 1:05 3:05 5:05
St., Providence. 272-3970
Stranger than Paradise Mon.- 7:25 9:40 Sat. 1:05 3:05 5:05 7:25
Fri. 7:15 & 9:15 Sat. & Sun. 1:30 9:40 11:40
Back to the Future Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. & Sat.
1:45 4:30 7:20 Fri. & Sun. 1:45 4:30
Liquid Sky 11:30
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone 7:20 9:45 Sat. 1:45 4:30 7:20 9:45
11:55
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
Guardian o f Hell Mon.-Thurs.
Return o f the Living Dead 7-9
1:30 3:30 5:30 Fri. & Sun. 1:303:30
Wed. matinee 1:00 Sat. 1-3
Weird Science 7-9 Sat. 1:00-3:00 5:30 7:45 10:05 Sat. 1:30 3:30 5:30
7:45 10:05 12:05
Paris Texas 8:30
Monday-Saturday before 6:00
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
p.m .—$2; Sundays and holidays,
coln. 333-2130.
Teen W olf and Pee Wee’s Big first show only—$2; general
Adventure—1:15, 2:15, 5:15, 7:15, admission—4.50
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick.
9:15
Real Genius and St. Elmo’s Fire 738-9070.
Admission $2 for first show on
1:00, 3:05, 5:10, 7:20, 9:30
Monday-Saturday before 6:00 ly, Mon.-Sat.; Admission $4 all
p.m. $2;Sundays and holidays first other shows.
show only $2; general admission $4
Showcase C inem a, Seekonk.
336-6020.
Maxi Mon.-Thurs. 1:10 7:30
9:35 Fri. 1:10 7:30 9:35 11:35 Sat.
1:103:105:107:309:35 11:35 Sun.

Turn to the A/E
Update forMovie
Theatre, Art

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
OFF-CAM PUS SHUTTLE BUS SERVICE

Bus Service operates Sunday—Thursday
No Service on Friday and Saturdays
PC IS CARD REQUIRED FOR BOARDING THE BUS
Bus stops at any point along the assigned route
Departure from Aquinas Circle:
7:00 pm, 8:00 pm, 9:00 pm , 9:30 pm, 10:00 pm, 10:30 pm,
11:00 pm, 11:30 pm, 12:00 midnight, 12:30 am
NB! Last bus leaves campus at 12:30 am
If you have any suggestions, observations, complaints, etc. concerning the Shuttle Bus service
please contact:
f r . John A. McMahon, O .P ., siiiuC"! Services
Michael K. Reagan '86, President: Student Congress
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Arts and Entertainment Update
ART EXHIBITS
by Christine Parisi
Bannister Gallery,Rhode Island
College.
Bert Art Gallery, Biltmore Plaza,
Providence. 353-1723.
Bell Gallery, List Art Center, 11
am-4 pm, Sat.-Sun. 1-4 pm. Alan
Wexler- Small buildings and Fur
niture thru Oct. 6.
Boston Museum of Science (617)
723-2500. China: 7000 yrs o f
discovery thru Oct. 6.
Hunt-C avanagh Art Gallery, Pro
vidence College, lower campus.
M on.-Thur. 9:30 a.m .-4:30 p.m .,
6:30 p.m .-9:00 p.m.; Fridays 9:30
a.m .-4:00 p.m.
Museum of Rhode Island History
at Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent
Street, Providence. Tues.-Sat.
11:00 a.m .- 4:00 p .m .; Sun.
1:00-4:00 p.m. Admission is $1.50
for adults, 50 cents for senior
citizens and students.
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues.,
Wed., Fri. and Sat. 10:30 a.m.-5:00
p.m .;T hur. 12:00-9:00 p.m .; Sun.
2:00-5:00 p.m. In the Shadow o f
Fugi thru Oct. 27; The A rt o f the
Dogon: Selections fro m the Hans
Gugenheiw Collection thru Nov.
17.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park, Ar
mistice Blvd, Pawtucket, R.l.
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat.
10:00 a .m .-4:00 p .m ., Sun.
1:00-5:00 p.m. People-PlacesPatterns by Harbach, Jennings and
Van Dexter Sept. 15-Oct. 4;
demonstration by newspaper il
lustrator Bob Selby Sun. Sept. 29,
2:00 pm.
Smith Goodrich Gallery, 262
Weybosset St., Providence. Cur
rently Living and Working in
Rhode Island an exhibition of
drawing, painting, metals, wood,
glass, and ceramics, thru Oct. 12
Tues-Sat. 11 am-6 pm
Woods-Gerry Gallery , 62 Prospect
St., Providence. Mon.-Fri. 9:00
a .m .-4:00 p .m .; Sat. 11:00
a.m-4:00 p.m.; Sun. 2:00-5:00 p.m.
URI Main Gallery. Fine Arts
Center, Mon.-Fri. 12-3 pm, Tucs.Fri. 7:30-9:30 pm Stanley Witney,
Paintings and Drawings Sept
16-Oct. 4.

ON STAGE
City Nights Dinner Theatre, Ex
change S treet,
P aw tucket,
723-6060. Goodbve Charlie Sept.
27-28.
Providence P erfo rm in g A rts
Center,220 Weybosset S t..P ro 
vidence 421-2997. Dreamgirls Oct.
8-13. For ticket information call
421-ARTS.
The Rhode Island Shakespeare
Theatre, The Swanhurst Theatre,
Webster St., Newport. 849-7892.
Trinity Square Repertory C o., 201
W ashington S t., Providence,
521-1100. Cat on a H ot Tin Roof,
by Tennessee Williams, Tues. Oct
15, 8:00 pm in the upstairs theatre.
The Marriage o f Bette and Bo in
the downstairs theatre.
Brown llniv. Theatre, 863-2838.
Our Town, by Thorton Wilder, Oct
3-6. Oct. 10-13 at Faunce Theatre;
Rosco Labs, Inc. Seminar on
Carpenters in the Theatre, Oct. 3,
10:30 am at Leeds Theatre.
Call Fr. McPhail's office Mon. and
Tues. regarding 50 cent tickets to
Trinity Rep.

CONCERTS
Brown University-Grant Recital
Hall. Pianist Michael Boroskin
Sept. 29 3:00 pm.
Channing Music Services Biel
Staines to perform at Channing
Church in Newport Sept, c i at 8:

pm, 849-7721.
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.
Providence. Son Seals-Chicago
blues artist Sat. Sept. 28 10:30 pm.
Providence Civic Center Dire
Straits Oct. 4 at 8:00 pm; Barry
Manilow Oct. 12 at 8:00 pm.
Roger Williams Park The Halkias
Family Orchestra Sun. Sept. 29,
1:00-4:00 pm.
URI Main Gallery, Leroy Jenkinsjazz violinist Oct. 1 at 8:00 pm.

by Jen LaTorre
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Wed. Sept. 25 Tom Hines (DJ)
Thurs. Sept. 26 Coleen Shea
Fri. Sept. 27 Poor Boy
Sat. Sept. 28. Second Ave
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
North Providence. 353-9790.
Wed. Sept. 25 The Heat
Thurs. Sept. 26-28 PS and the
Flyers
Sun. Sept. 29 Probers
Mon. Sept. 30 The Name
Tues. Oct. 1 Foreplay and No
Exit
Wed. Oct. 2 Warm Missies
Cover charge: Sun.-Thur.—$4;
Fri. and Sat.—$5
Sunday after 9:30—ladies’ free
admission
G. Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence. 433-1258.
Open bar—8:00-9:00; Thur.Sun.—2 for 1-8:00-11:00; $4
cover charge.
Gillary's, 198 Thames St., Bristol.
253-2012.
Free Adminition
G u lliv e r's,
Farnum
Pike,
Smith field. 231-9898.
Wed. Sept. 25 The Name
Thurs. Sept. 26-Sept. 30 Fallen
Angels
J .R .’s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771
Every Wed. Strut
Thurs. Sept. 26 Otis Day and the
Niles
Sept. 27-28 Warm Missies
Sun. Sept. 29 Touch
Open bar every night, 7:30-9:30.
Cover charge varies. Wed.—Open
bar for ladies, 8:00-11:00; for men,
7:00-8:00
K irby’s, Rt. 7, Sm ithfield.
231-0230
Happy hour every day 3:00-7:00
Every Wed. English
Every Thurs., Fri., Sat. DJ for
the Dance Club
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence. 421-7170.
52 cover charge
Wed. Sept. 25 Duke Robelard
Thurs. Sept. 26 Wilson Blue &
Blue Roots
Fri. Sept. 27 Sally and the
Sophisticates,
If Then Go To
Sat. Sept. 28 Sun Seals Blues
Band with Detroit State
Sept. 29 and Sept. 30 Rudy
Cheeks-C6i»Cdiac-Bite o f the
Monster
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Cover charge varies.
Wed. Sept. 25 Marti Jones 11:00
pm, (all ages) Die Kruezen 9:30
pm, Dlicyde 8:00 pm
Thurs. Sept. 26 No Secrets

Fri. Sept. 27 The Dickie Belts
Band The Creek
Sat. Sept. 28 Sussman Lawrence
Sun. Sept. 29 Beat Aid! (Fun
draiser for Africa)
Lupo's, 377 Westminster St.,
Providence.
M on.-W ed.—O pen
bar,
8:00-9:00
Cover charge varies
Every TuesdayTom Keegan &
the Language
“ Cahoot’s” Marriott Lounge, Pro
vidence. 272-2400. Throughout
Sept.: Area Code
Muldoon's Saloon, 250 South
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Wed. Sept. 25-Sat. Sept. 28 Fintan Stanley Band
Sun. Sept. 29 Dara Down
Tues. Oct. 1 Frank Ryab and
The Celtic Clan
Wed. Oct. 2 John Lobridge
Happy hour every day until 9:00
$2 cover charge on Fri. and Sat.
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro
vidence. 274-0170.
Every Sun. and Wed.Frank
SantosR-Rated hypnotist
Every Tues.Flashback and 50’s
& 60’s Acapella performance
Every
T h urs.O pen
Nite
Comedy-Amatuer’s
Every Fri. and Sat.Comedy
Review-Professionals

ON SCREEN
by Jen LaTorre ’88
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.

1:10 3:10 5:10 7:30 9:35
Wed.
&
T h u rs.,
Sept
Hell Hole Mon.-Thurs. 1:25 3:25
18-19—W oody Allen Double
5:25 Sun. & Fri. 1:25 3:25 5:25 7:30
Feature
10:00 Sat. 1:25 3:25 5:25 7:3010:00
Sept. 25-26 Yojimbo 9:15
12:00
Throne o f Blood 7:00
Creator Mon.-Thurs. 1:00 3:00
Sept. 27-28 Prizzie’s Honor 9:15
5:00 7:35 9:35 Sat. 1:00 3:00 5:00
Mean Street’s 7:00
1:00 pm matinee Sat. showing 7:35 9:35 11:50
Compromising Positions Mon.for both films
Thurs. 1:15 3:15 5:15 Fri. & Sun.
12:00 midnite LIfeforce
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 The Brother 1:15 3:15 5:15 7:40 9:55 11:55
Better of Dead Mon.-Thurs. 1:20
From Another Planet 9:20
The Adventures o f Buckaroo 3:207:15 Fri. & Sun. 1:203:207:15
9:30 Sun. 1:20 3:207:15 9:30 11:30
Banzai 7:15
Invasion USA Mon.-Thurs. 1:05
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
3:05 5:05 Fri. & Sun. 1:05 3:05 5:05
St., Providence. 272-3970
Stranger than Paradise Mon.- 7:25 9:40 Sat. 1:05 3:05 5:05 7:25
Fri. 7:15 & 9:15 Sat. & Sun. 1:30 9:40 11:40
Back to the Future Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. & Sat.
1:45 4:30 7:20 Fri. & Sun. 1:45 4:30
Liquid Sky 11:30
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone 7:20 9:45 Sat. 1:45 4:30 7:20 9:45
11:55
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
Guardian o f Hell Mon.-Thurs.
Return o f the Living Dead 7-9
1:30 3:30 5:30 Fri. & Sun. 1:303:30
Wed. matinee 1:00 Sat. 1-3
Weird Science 7-9 Sat. 1:00-3:00 5:30 7:45 10:05 Sat. 1:30 3:30 5:30
7:45 10:05 12:05
Paris Texas 8:30
Monday-Saturday before 6:00
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
p.m .—$2; Sundays and holidays,
coln. 333-2130.
Teen W olf and Pee Wee’s Big first show only—$2; general
A dventure-1:15, 2:15, 5:15, 7:15, admission—4.50
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick.
9:15
Real Genius and St. Elmo’s Fire 738-9070.
Admission $2 for first show on
1:00, 3:05, 5:10, 7:20, 9:30
Monday-Saturday before 6:00 ly, Mon.-Sat.; Admission $4 all
p.m. $2;Sundays and holidays first other shows.
show only $2; general admission $4
Showcase C inem a, Seekonk.
336-6020.
Maxi Mon.-Thurs. 1:10 7:30
9:35 Fri. 1:10 7:30 9:35 11:35 Sat.
1:10 3:10 5:10 7:30 9:35 11:35 Sun.

Turn to the A/E
Update forMovie
Theatre, Art

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
OFF-CAM PUS SHUTTLE BUS SERVICE

Bus Service operates Sunday—Thursday
No Service on Friday and Saturdays
PC IS CARD REQUIRED FOR BOARDING THE BUS
Bus stops at any point along the assigned route
Departure from Aquinas Circle:
7:00 pm, 8:00 pm, 9:00 pm , 9:30 pm, 10:00 pm, 10:30 pm,
11:00 pm, 11:30 pm, 12:00 midnight, 12:30 am
NB! Last bus leaves campus at 12:30 am
If you have any suggestions, observations, complaints, etc. concerning the Shuttle Bus service
please contact:
Fr. John A. McMahon, O .P.,, Student Services
Michael K. Reagan '8 6, President: Student Congress
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GET TW O EDUCATIONS
FROM ONE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP.
A n education in your chosen major.
A n d an education in becoming an Army
officer. You get both with an Army ROTC
scholarship.
Army RO T C is the college program
that trains you to become an officer, a leader
and a manager.
You take RO TC along with your
other studies, and graduate with both a
degree and a second lieutenant's commis
sion.
Best o f all, you can p ut both of your
educations to work right away. In today's
m odem high-tech Army, we need engineers,
communications experts, com puter special

ists, and other professionals.
O u r scholarships cover full tuition
and required fees. They also provide an
am ount for books, supplies and equipm ent,
as well as an allowance of up to $1 ,(300 each
school year they're in effect.
So if you think all scholarships just
provide you with a college degree, look into
an Army RO TC scholarship. You'll be in
for quite an education.
For more information, contact your
Professor of Military Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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FEATURES
M aintaining Your Grades: Som e H elpful H ints
by Rowland New
We’ve all wondered at one time
or another what it takes to be
academically successful. We’ve
wondered how some o f our friends
can do much better than we can
when it appears that they are put
ting the same amount o f time, or
even less into their studies.
We’ve tried different techniques
to help improve our grades, but
become easily frustrated when it
doesn’t seem to work. We' ve
become discouraged, sometimes
even down-right depressed at the
thought o f going through another
semester like the last.
Sometimes we approach a new
semester with the attitude that this
time it’s really going to be dif

ferent. It usually doesn't happen,
and we fall right back into the old
rut of doing mediocre work, when
we know that we are capable o f do
ing much better.
One o f the reasons we fall back
into that old rut is because of our
attitudes toward studying and our
habits o f studying. Understanding
these two areas as they relate to stu
dying are important in our chances
to become academically successful.
Our attitudes toward studying
can be defined as those ideas,
beliefs, emotions and/or opinions
we possess, and which we’ve gain
ed through experience toward stu
dying and the educational process
in general. How we feel about in
structors, the opinion we hold
about required courses, the values

The Giant Street Fair and
The Beer and Wine Garden

" Ours is the only country
deliberately founded on a
good idea

by Kathy Kossbaum

John Gunthe r (1901-1970)

Business Studies Program:
Get that “ Competitive Edge”

Arc you a liberal arts major? If
so, PC’s recently enacted Business
Studies program for non-business
majors may be ideal for you. In
tended for those who consider
business important but who don’t
want to major in business, the pro
gram is attractive to any liberal arts
or undecided major who would like
" a practical edge in the job
m arket.”
In response to the concerns of
many non-business majors that
their liberal arts concentration
would put them at a disadvantage
in the competitive job m arket, the
Business Studies Program was
developed by the Business Depart
ment and the Faculty Senate. The
program received full approval by
the Facult y Senate, The Commit
tee on Studies of the College, and
the Dean's Office.
There are seven required courses
which comprise the program.
These courses, which are deemed to
be essential to the business world,

include: Introduction to Accoun
ting Principles, Mathematics for
Business
A nalysis,
M icro
economics, Marketing Manage
m ent, H um an R elations in
Business, Financial Principles and
Decision Analysis.
To be accepted into this pro
gram, an application must be sub
mitted to Dr. Ronald Cerwonka,
Director o f the Business Studies
Program. His office is located in
Koffler, room 208. Upon accep
tance, one must maintain at least
a 2.0 within the seven courses and
overall. Participants in the pro
gram are allowed to pre-register
with the business majors.
Dr. Cerwonka feels that the pro
gram “ will expose the student to
the functional areas of business and
give familiarity with terminology.”
In this increasingly competitive
world where each day it seems,
b u sin ess-orientated
college
graduates are dominating the
business world-- have no fear!
Enrich your present non-business
major by enrolling in the Business
Studies Program and give yourself
that competitive edge!

October is just around the cor
ner, and for many people, this
brings to mind only one thing—
Oktoberfest! The annual Harvard
Square Oktoberfest is one that
should not be missed!
Located in nearby Cambridge,
Massachusetts, the Oktoberfest this
year will be held on Sunday, Oc
tober 13, 1985 from 12-6 p.m .
As in the past the Harvard
Square Oktoberfest will consist of
two main attractions this year—
" The Giant Street Fair” and “ The
Beer and Wine Garden.” The
Giant Street Fair, located on Brat
tle Street, will feature food,
clothing and jewelry from around
the world. From tacos and serapes
to egg rolls and earrings, this fair
will most certainly hold something
to satisfy each and every desire.
The Beer and Wine Garden will
be held on John F. Kennedy Street.
In an effort “ to eliminate drinking
on the streets” , the Beer and Wine
Garden will be composed o f twelve
H arvard Square bars and
restaurants located in one enclos-

There’s a new Rat, a DRY Rat,
at PC this year. And judging by the
number o f students there during
the week, a lonely Rat, too.

+c>- a i i e C CiS ic.t!
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ed area, said Sally Acorn, Ex
ecutive Director o f the Harvard
Square Business Association.
“ While the Oktoberfest is open to
people o f all ages, proper iden
tification will be checked at the
Beer and Wine Garden,” Acorn
added.
There is no admission charge for
the Oktoberfest which is conducted
each year by the Harvard Square
Business Association.
Those who have attended this ex
travaganza in the past have said
that it is by far, the best o f its kind
in this area. “ The H arvard Square
Oktoberfest is consistently well at
tended,” said Acorn. Last year, an
estim ated 20,000 people par
ticipated in the festivities.
So if you’re not old enough to
attend PC’s Oktoberfest, happen
ing on October 12, 1985, or if you
are 21 and you’re still up for
another whole day of fun-- head up
to Cambridge for the Harvard
Square O kto b erfest and a
guaranteed good time. Raindate
for this event is Monday, October
14 (Columbus Day).

The Rat May Be Down But Definitely Not Out
by Beverly Connolly

Witlv'K.I.X
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in understanding our own study
strengths and weaknesses, and in
attempting to improve and/or
change some o f them.
Here are a few helpful hints to
help you boost and m aintain your
grades:
1. review don’t cram
2. talk to your instructors
3. study between classes
4. attend all classes
5. schedule your time
6. set goals
7. don’t make up excuses for not
studying
Remember, your college ex
perience provides time for growing,
learning, changing and adapting.
Use it wisely, and get the most
from it.

Experience

Thought fo r the week:

by Nancy Clerkin

we place on testing are all examples
o f attitudes we possess which can
either positively or negatively affect
our ability to study and learn.
Our habits o f studying are pat
terns of behavior we have acquired,
and are “ second-nature” in our
make-up. When we study, what we
study firsthand where and how we
sit in class are examples o f habits
we’ve developed tow ard our
academics.
Others include the way in which
we approach a reading assignment,
whether we review periodically or
only at the last minute, and
whether or not we use a study timeschedule.
Becoming aware o f our own per
sonal attitudes and habits toward
studying and education is necessary

Avt.

you, vuan.'t'..

The Rathskeller has undergone
many changes this year. The main
difference in this year’s policy is the
decision not to serve alcohol.
The Rat, in past years, was
usually filled with students who
wanted to watch TV, meet people,
and down a few cold beers.
However, the legal drinking age
was changed to 21, and because
this law was repeatedly violated,
the Administration opted to change
the Rat’s drinking policy rather
than close the Rat altogether.
Even though the majority o f PC
students are under the age of
twenty-one, this change in policy
has drastically affected the number
of students who go to the Rat. Last
year’s attendance has dropped con
siderably. Students seem to be fin
ding other places to go rather than
spend time at the Rat. This is disap
pointing because the Rat has a
great deal to offer PC students even
without serving alcohol.
The Rat is located in lower
Slavin, the center of campus life.
This makes it convenient for those
students who do not want to go far
for a soda or a bite to eat. In addi
tion to serving cold (non-alcoholic)
drinks and potato chips, the Rat
also has a delicious variety o f sand
wiches including roast beef,
pastrami and ham and cheese.

The Rathskeller is open to PC
students, (and up to two guests),
Sunday through Thursday. It will
be open as early as 3pm, making
it possible to get a snack after
classes and to watch the afternoon
soaps on the giant screen television.
The Rat closes at 12am . so you can
watch M onday Night Football as
well as The Cosby Show in color.
The Rat has taken up another
new policy this year. On Friday or
Saturday nights, the Rathskeller
may be rented out by various clubs
and organizations. The fee is
minimal and alcohol may be serv
ed to those twenty-one or older.
The Rat is hoping this policy will
be successful and that PC students
will take advantage of what they
have to offer and reserve the Rat
for special occasions.
The Rat is hoping that, despite
the decision not to serve alcohol,
PC students will still fill its walls.
It is up to the students not to let the
Rat be forgotten. Once students
realize all the Rat has to offer, 1am
sure we will see a return o f the
crowds that regularly went to the
Rat for some of the best food, fun,
and people - right on campus.
This new Rat may be dry, but
let’s prove it still has friends!
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Sylvia’s Offers A New Alternative
by Nancy V. Vunic
The address: 87 Weybosset
Street. The name o f the establish
ment: Sylvia’s Lounge. Exactly
what charges have been taking
place: an emphasis upon “ High
Sobriety.”
Tom m y’s
P la c e /S y lv ia ’s
Lounge, located next to the Arcade
in downtown Providence, has
traditionally been noted for being
open five days a week during
breakfast and lunchtime hours.
Thursday, September 19, however,
marked the beginning o f yet an
added feature to the establishment

when Sylvia’s Lounge opened as
Rhode Island’s first alcohol-free
club.
High School an d College
students between the ages of sixteen
and twenty-one can now enjoy a
gathering place of their own. The
club will be open from 8-12 on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights. Your three-dollar cover in
cludes: a professional disc-jockey
(featuring Top 40 Music), Pro
vidence’s biggest light show, instant
video, available snack foods such
as burgers, pizza, and fries, and a
drawing every thirty minutes. Also
featured is a wide assortment o f ex

otic alcohol-free drinks (priced at
$2.25 each).
Tommy Zammarelli, the clubs
owner, will be enforcing the
strictest security-- including a
policy which states that once you
leave, you have left for good—
there will be absolutely no going in
and out.

Underage students despair no
longer: good times can be found
even while an emphasis is being
placed upon “ High Sobriety.”

Sylvia’s, located in downtown Providence, is offering a new, exciting
alternative for the under 21 crowd. (Cowl photo by Lisa Brown)

Restaurants on Review

Folly Landing: Cozy and Delicious
Editor’s Note: Last week, a portion o f Joe Poss' restaurant review
was inadvertently deleted. The
following is a reprint o f the review
in its entirety.
by Joseph Poss

(Cowl photo by Lisa Brown)

On the Creative Side
by Robert J . Hastings
Tucked aw ay in o u r su b 
conscious is an idyllic vision. We
see ourselves on a long trip that
spans the continent. We are travel
ing by train. Out the windows we
drink in the passing scene of cars
on nearby highways, o f children
waving at a crossing, o f cattle graz
ing on a distant hillside, o f smoke
pouring from a power plant, of
row upon row o f corn and wheat,
o f flatlands and valleys, o f moun
tains and rolling hillsides, of city
skylines and village halls.
But uppermost in our minds is
the final destination. On a certain
day at a certain hour we will pull
into the station. Bands will be play
ing and flags waving. Once we get
there so many wonderful dreams
will come true and the pieces o f our
lives will fit together like a com
pleted jigsaw puzzle. How restlessly
we pace the aisle, damning the
minutes for loitering-- waiting,
waiting, waiting for the station.
“ When we reach the station, that
will be it!” “ When I put the last

kid through college” “ When I have
paid o ff the mortgage!" “ When I
get a prom otion” “ When I reach
the age o f retirement, I shall live
happily ever after!”
Sooner o r later we must realize
there is no station, no one place to
arrive at once and for all. The true
joy o f life is the trip. The station
is only a dream. It constantly o ut
distances us.
“ Relish the moment” is a good
motto, especially when coupled
with Psalm 118:24: “ This is the day
which the Lord hath made; we will
rejoice and be glad in it.” It isn’t
the burdens o f today that drive
men mad. It is the regrets over
yesterday and the fear o f tomor
row. Regret and fear are twin
thieves who rob us o f today. So
stop pacing the aisle and counting
the miles. Instead, climb more
mountains, eat more ice cream, go
barefoot more often, swim more
rivers, watch more sunsets, laugh
more, cry less. Life must be lived
as we go along. The station will
come soon enough.

Located off Rt. 1 and Appanoag
Corners, Warwick, Folly Landing
rests atop Brewers Marina.
Upon entering the restaurant, one
is welcomed by a large brick fire
place located in the center o f the
main dining room. However,
because my companions and 1 en
joy the water, we chose alternate
seating out on the atrium deck.
From this vantage point one can
view a variety of sailboats docked
at the marina.
Our meal began with Clams
Casino, eight little neck clams
prepared with seasoned bread
crumbs and topped with a fresh
strip o f bacon. _______________

We also tried the New England
Clam Chowder and Baked Onion
Soup. Although the soups were
served piping hot, their true flavors
were diluted by a watered down
base.
Other appetizer choices include
Tortillas, Shrimp Cocktail, Baked
Mushroom Caps or loaded Potato
Skins.
For their main courses, my two
com panions chose the Fresh
Swordfish and the Sauted Shrimp
with Asparagus. Both agreed that
their dinners were well prepared.
The swordfish was tender and very
tasteful; and the sauted shrimp
with asparagus was complimented
by a delicate mornay sauce.
As for myself, I indulged in the
Shrimp Alfredo. Accompanied by
fresh shrimp, broccoli, and a rich
cream sauce, the Fettucini was
prepared al dante.
Accompanying every entree is
a fresh Garden salad, baked potato

A Healthy Attitude
by Nicki Hronjak
The health craze continues.
Whether it be out o f simple vanity
o r genuine concern for good
health, the public remains in
terested in how their bodies affect
their lives. The problem is that
much o f what we know is super
ficial knowledge—not inspirational
in itself. To hear that something is
good or bad for you may peak your
interest tem porarily-- but not
enough to change substantiated
habits.
Most o f us for instance, realize
'that cholesterol has been positive
ly linked to heart disease. Am
biguities exist, however, in the
practical application o f this
knowledge.
What is cholesterol? It’s an
essential cell building block need
ed to make sex hormones, vitamin
D, bile and myelin. Although your
body makes enough cholesterol to
(meet its requirements (1000 mg a
day) it adjusts to dietary intake; the

more you eat the less it makes. This
balancing system, however, has its
limitations. It will adjust only to
300 mg a day. More than that will
increase cholesterol level and subse
quently the risk o f heart disease.
How does this work? Cholesterol
must be carried through the
bloodstream but because it is not
able to dissolve in blood it attaches
itself to p rotein to become
molecules called lipoproteins.
These lipoproteins are much bigger
than blood cells. They irritate the
lining o f the arteries and may
restrict blood flow which leads to
heart attacks.
Where is it found? Your daily in
take of cholesterol should not ex
ceed 300 mg. Fine, but this infor
mation is useless unless you have
a clear idea o f from where the
danger comes. (A medium sized
egg contains 275 mg. Doctors sug
gest that you limit your diet to 3 or
4 a week. This makes sense when
one considers the amount of eggs
“ hidden” in baked goods) Other
offenders include veal, lamb, ham-

ACROSS
1 Con men
7 Harms the reputation of
13 Old-world songbird
14 Headliners to be
16 Sock selection
17 Charm
18 Government agency
(abBr.)
19 Coops up
21 One of a Latin trio
22 Gargantuan
24 Son of Zeus
25 Make oblique
26 Seine suirmers
27 Skips class
28 Valley
29 Homework need
30 "----- live and
breathe"
31 ----- roots
32 Meaning
35 Bit part
37 Word with mask or
meter
38 Dictionary offerings (abbr.)
42 In a line
©Edward J u liu s

or rice pilaf.
The dessert menu consists of a
variety o f delicious pies and cakes.
Such specialties include: Mud Pie,
Blueberry Pie, Cheesecake topped
with seasonal fruit, and Chocolate
Mousse. The House specialty, the
Stinger Cake, was superb. It con
sisted of a blend o f chocolate layer
cake and a smooth chocolate
frosting with a hint o f Creme de
Minthe. Fabulous.
Folly Landing provided a warm
cozy atmosphere. Our waitress,
Pat, was very pleasant. Allowing
am ple tim e to pass between
courses, we were able to enjoy our
food in a relaxed manner.
All o f our meals were served pip
ing hot, and all ingredients were
fresh. To return to fine dining is
always a pleasure.
Keep your taste buds in touch.
Read the Cowl's Feature section
weekly for Restaurants on Review.

C o lleg iate CW84-2

burgers and pork; all o f which con
tain 1/2 the amount o f suggested
cholesterol per 3 ounce serving.
Poultry, lobster and ice-cream
register o f 25 o f the suggested
amount. Cheese, butter and fried
foods should be avoided as well.
Aside from eating fewer o f these
foods there are other affirmative
steps you can take to lower your
cholesterol level. E a t fiber-rich
foods, particularly oatmeal and
vegetables. Eat more fish. Exercise
vigorously-- twenty minutes of
aerobic exercise 3 or 4 times a week
is all it takes to make a difference.
I have given you the informa
tion. Now the choice is yours.
Don’t be obsessive with it, just
make intelligent decisions. You
know that your health affects your
life. Learn how your life can affect
your health.
Source: Runner's World March
1984

43 Beginning for fire 10 Pacino and Hirt
or ball
11 Newer film versions
44 Radiate
12 Flower parts
45 Terminal listings
14 Beginning (2 wds.)
(abbr.)
15 ----- job
46 Peacock blue
20 ----- celebre
47 Miss Barrett
48 Siamese (va r.)
25 Malign
49 Of a planet path
27 Opponent of Caesar
52 Jazz ending
28 Twelve dozen
53 Capsize
(abbr.)
55 Marrying
31 Essence of the
57 Taskmaster
matter
58 Swagger
33 State name word
59 "Untouchables" char -34 Contaminate
acter, and family
35 Group of travelers
60 Social reformer
36 Back: Fr.
Margaret ----39 Sighing and sobbing
40 College course
41
Totter
DOWN
43 British swords
1 Didn't go together 45 ----- smasher
2 Hairy
46 Remove branches
3 Takes on
49 Elevator man
4 Even one
5 Prefix for vision
equipment
6 Bri ti sh gun
51 Zhivago's love
7 Rocket sections
54 Football positions
8 Men
(abbr.)
9 Goddess of discord 56 Flog
on page 9
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BOP NEWS
“ ‘M A S H ’IS THE BEST
AMERICAN WAR
COMEDY SINCE
SOUND CAME
IN r^ sa r

“The movie makes

M A S II

“ Places in
the Heart”

MASH
Sat., Sept. 28
7 & 10 p.m.

8 & 10

'64 Hall

'64 Hall

DONALD SUTHERLAND ELLIOTT GOULD TOM SKERRITT
I

—RexReed

“This year’s
Terms of
Endearment’.”

Sun., Sept. 29

Anlogo Prtmntti Production

NcButrtb,
OmiNti
INGOPRtMINGER POBfR! AUM1N RINGLAROHER. Ji
I’miWhKOUOKUill ib c h M
Color by DE LUXE® PANAVISION'

you feel proud
to be an American.
You leave uplifted
and thrilled
to be alive.”

ISTJ

_____ SALLY F I E L D ______
P L A C E S IN T H E H E A R T
IMhr PlcniiesPieserts-iLLiyFELD•TLACISINTHEHEART UNDSWCKXSE-EDHARRIS
AMTMAHGAN•XHNMAUCVKH- DANNYCtfVER ■EkoRMProducerWHAELHAL5MA.N
PioOxed ARLENEDCOOAN■WrrenandDirectedte WX3ERTBENTCN

ISONCOLUMBIARECORDS

All movies $1.00
Popcorn & Soda Available

Social presents...

D.J.
Video Dance Night — October 4th

in

The Last Resort
Last Resort — October 5th

Friday, Sept. 27th
“ Dream Girls” — October 8th

9-12
Trip to Newport — October 10th
Jai Alai

★ VIDEO GAMES *

DON’T LAUGH — YOU CAN WIN

$25
WANTED!

Tickets $3
In

“Any person with no sense of humor,

B .O .P . Office

Anyone with a weak kidney...”
the

“ MAKE ME LAUGH”
Two Hour Comedy Show — Featuring 3 Comedians
OCTOBER 1st — TUESDAY

IN ALUMNI HALL
★ We w ill pay $ 2 5 in cash, plus a "M ake Me Laugh” T-shirt if you can survive as a
co n te sta n t on o u r show!
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Holmes is Big Winner
At Awards Ceremony
Announcer: O .K. folks, since it
was awards night last Sunday night
let’s pass out some o f the trophies
that were left over. The winner of
the Does Television Have Censorship Laws is... the envelope

Gregory Corcoran
please... the former Heavyweight
Champion o f the World Larry
Holmes, (turn applause up) Mr.
Holmes could not be here tonight
due to his upcoming goodwill tour
o f the Northeast so the Impostor
will accept his award.
The Impostor: Since Larry couldn’t
be here I accept this award for him,
however, he is dedicating this
trophy to Peter Marciano the
brother of his longtime idol Rocky.
Larry asked me to “ thank all of
you (censored) people who have
made this night possible. In a way
I’m glad that I lost because the
world needs to remember that
Rocky was the greatest (censored)

fighter who ever lived.”
Announcer: Let’s move on to the
ting Actor In A Role Meant For A
Lead Actor. And the winner
is. ..Larry Holmes. Larry wins this
important award for his doing
what no heavyweight has ever
done, lose to a reigning light
heavyweight champion. This is the
same man who said that Marciano
couldn’t carry his jock (enter a
laugh track). Now now quiet down,
once again the Imposter will accept
the award for Mr. Holmes.
The Im postor: Mr. Holmes
graciously accepts this award but
would like to add that he is glad he
lost to a black man because “ the
white man just cannot hold a candie to the way the brother’s fight.”
The point of the above is to
demonstrate to those of you who
might not have read about Larry
Holmes post-fight tirade. After the
fight Holmes attacked everything
from the “ racist city o f Boston to
Peter M arciano (Rocky’s brother)

Friar Sports Specials
Gladu Named
Tri-Sport Assistant
Jackie Gladu, a 1984 graduate of
Providence College and a native of
Newton, Massachusetts, has been
named a tri-sport assistant at her
alma mater. Gladu will have assis
tant’s duties in three sports in
which she excelled as an
und e rg ra d u a te , nam ely field
hockey, ice hockey and softball.
One o f the finest all-around
athletes ever to enroll at Providence
College, Jackie had four outstan
ding seasons for the Lady Friars.
In ice hockey, she compiled a
career total o f 200 points, the third
highest in the history o f the school.
She also set new records during her
senior season for most goals in a
season (40) and most goals in a
career (113). In addition, the
Newton native holds the school
mark for most points in a season
(69), a milestone that she reached
during the 1981-82 campaign.
Jackie scored the game winning
goal at the :12 second mark o f sud
den death overtime to give the
Lady Friars’ ice hockey squad their
first o f tw o ECAC Championship
titles in 1984.
In softball, Gladu holds the
record for BEST FRESHMAN
BATTING MARK with a .287
average in 1981. She missed her en
tire junior year due to an injury but
returned as a senior to wind up as
the squad’s second overall leading
hitter with a .279 average. In field
hockey, she was the squad’s leading
scorer both as a junior and senior.
In addition, during her junior cam
paign, she was one o f 80 collegiate
fie ld hockey players to be invited
to the Olympic Training Center.
The most prestigious o f her ac
colades is her distinction as being
Providence College’s FEMALE
ATHLETE OF THE YEAR on
two different occasions. The 1984
PC graduate received the award as
a freshman and shared it with
classmate Susan Passander as a
senior.
“ Lou Lamoriello, our athletic
director, and I are pleased that
Jackie has decided to rejoin us at
Providence in this capacity," stated
the school’s associate athletic direc
tor, Helen Bert who continued,
“ Jackie demonstrated outstanding
ch aracter
tra its
as
an
undergraduate, and we’re confi
dent that they will carry over in her
career as a coach."

Friar Golfer
Tours Ireland
Laurence Bellorado, a junior at
Providence College and a native of
Melrose, Massachusetts, is one of
only eight New Englanders who
recently returned from a nine-stop
golf tour o f Ireland, having par
ticipated in the 11th-Annual IrishA m erican S cholarship G olf
Tournament.
Joining him on the tour which
arrived at Shannon Airport on Ju
ly 3rd and returned on July 18th
were John Salerno (Bentley), Philip
Callahan (Boston College), Chet
Nastala (Harvard), Chris Grimm
(Holy Cross), Eric Asel (MIT),
Peter Racevicius (Northeastern)
and Doug Domian (Hartford).
This is the second year New
England golfers have represented
the United States in this exchange
program. For the first nine years,
Irish golfing teams o f eight alter
nated with counterparts from the
New York metropolitan area as
tournament hosts.
Courses used for the tournament
were located in the counties of
Ballybunion, Killarney, Munster
(Lahinch), Connaught (Rosses
Point), Ulster (Royal Country
Down, Royal Portrush) and
Leinster (Portmaurnock, Laytown,
Bettystown).
Bellorado, who is a graduate of
Melrose High School where he let
tered in golf and ice hockey, is the
son o f Mr. and Mrs. Laurence
Bellorado of Lebanon Street. Larry
is a Business Management major at
Providence College.

Golf Friars
Honored at NCAA’s
Andy Falcone, a junior from
Hampton, New Hampshire was
named as an Honorable Mention
All-American and teammate Brian
Murphy, a junior from Haverhill,
Massachusetts was named to the
Academic All-America team at the
NCAA Golf Championship held in
Grenelefe, Florida recently. An
Addition, Joe Prisco, head o f the
Friars golf program since its forma
tion back in 1956, was named New
England Division I Coach of the
Year.
Falcone, a 1982 graduate of St.
Thomas Aquinas High School, was
his high school’s team captain in
both 1981 and 1982. During his
tenure at St. Thomas Aquinas, his
team captured the state championin 1981. He was an All-

Fighting Friars
Engineer Win
by David Beck

to the ability o f a white man to
fight.” (There will never be a
white... champion, not for as long
as the brothers fight the way they
do.)
This from the man who claimed
that he never got the proper
recognition for his boxing ac
com plishm ents. All Holmes
managed to accomplish with these
comments was to insure his place
in the history book. Not as a great
Fighter (which he was) but as one
of the biggest. (I hate to say it
because it sounds so goody-goodyon my part) sore losers.
Let’s all pay some special atten
tion to how the men's soccer team
does this week. They play at UMass
on Wednesday and at Loyola on
the weekend. With the Friar
defense experiencing a let down
from last year and the leading
scorer going through a painful
scoring slump, this beginning o f a
six game road trip could well deter
mine how the rest o f the season
goes.

Seacoast selection during both the
1981 and 1982 seasons during
which time he was also selected as
his team’s Most Valuable Player.
An addition to his Honorable Men
tion All-America honors, Falcone
was one o f only three New England
representatives to participate in the
88th annual NCAA Golf Cham
pionship and th e only New
England Division I player to make
All-America honors.
Murphy, who was an All-New
England selection for the past two
years, was named as, the captain of
this year's Friars by Coach Joe
Prisco. Earlier this year, the
Haverhill native placed fifth in a
field of more that 100 golfers in the
ECAC Division I tournament at
Essex Country Club. A graduate of
Haverhill High School, Brian was
named as a Boston Globe AllScholastic selection as well as an
All-League selection in 1979, 1980
and 1981.
Falcone and Murphy led the
Friars to a 17-4 overall record this
past season and 4-0 Fall season.
They also helped the Friars capture
the New England Division I Cham
pionship in May. Murphy was the
squad’s top golfer in the tourna
ment shooting a 154 (78-76) while
Falcone was the team’s third best
Overall scorer shooting a 150
(77-78). Providence won by
shooting, a 613, twelve strokes
ahead o f runner-up Yale.
Joe Prisco, whose teams have
compiled an impressive 279-77
record and collected six New
England C ham pionships, has
directed seven o f his teams to the
NCAA Championships since 1956.
He has served as chairman of the
District I NCAA selection commit
tee and has served as an executive
member o f the New England Golf
Association in addition to being a
member o f the NCAA All-America
selection committee and Hall of
Fame Committee. This is Prisco’s
seventh New England Coach of the
Year Honor.
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PC’s gridders held tough against an
inspired MIT football team last
Saturday, September 2 1. Led by an
outstanding performance by the
entire defensive unit the Friars
escaped with a narrow seven to six
victory.
Nose guard John Schon and
defensive back Chris Henderson
led the Friar defense with ten
tackles and one interception
respectively. Also helping out the
defensive cause were Kevin
Donahoe at free safety, Jack
DeFaris and Paul Cerella an AllState linebacker from LaSalle.
Each player had one interception.
The line o f scrimmage was the
scene for another important battle
which was won by PC. Although
both the MIT and PC offensive
and defensive lines played each
other pretty evenly throughout
most of the first half, it was evident
in the second that both the PC of
fensive and defensive lines
dominated their opponents.
The Friar domination o f the
Engineer’s defensive line was
evidenced by the Friars first and
only touchdown o f the game,
which occurred late in the second
half and propelled them ahead
seven to nothing.
Outstanding performers on of
fense were running back Pat
Keelan, q u arterback Kevin
Delaney, and wide receiver Jeff Offgant. Keelan led the Friars with
131 yards rushing on the day and
was valuable in sustaining a couple
o f drives late in the fourth quarter

★ WOMEN' S TENNIS
(Continued fro m pg. 20)
volley game.
“ I’ve been coming to the net
since I was a sophomore,” said
Sweeney. “ It makes it a lot easier
to win, and when you stay back
with an opponent below you, you
let them win more points and stay
in the match.”
Providence proved impressive in
all six singles matches winning all
12 sets played and allowing their
Merrimack opponents to win three
games only twice.
Junior Tom McNulty, Pro
vidence’s number two ranked

with key fourth down runs keeping
the ball away from MIT and
depriving them o f any chance for
a comeback.
Delaney connected several times
with wide receivers Offgant and
Vin Seaver to maintain a potent
pass attack throughout most of the
game. Both Offgant and Seaver
along w ith tight end Bill
McNamara caught several passes to
start and maintain drives.
The most impressive drive was
the Friar’s last offensive possession
before half time. After taking over
at its own five yard line PC’s of
fense got rolling. Following a four
ty yard toss from Delaney to Of
fgant, Delaney completed two
more, one to Seaver for about
twenty yards and one more to O f
fgant for another twenty yards.
Unfortunately PC was unable to
sustain the drive and came away
with no points.
When asked to comment on his
teams performance this week as op
posed to last week Coach Dorgan
mentioned that he was generally
pleased with the offense and main
tained, “ It was the defense that
won the game for us.” Coach
Dorgan also expressed that he was
pleased with his special teams per
formance saying, “ We didn’t give
them as much this week as we did
last week."
According to Coach Dorgan PC
should be favored going into next
week’s game against a very tough
UMass football team. The game
will be played at 1:00 at Hendricken Field on Saturday.

singles player, improved his singles
record to a team leading 2-1 on the
season with his 6-1, 6-3 victory.
Also freshmen Dave Poirot and
Joe Bozoyan moved up a notch to
play number five and six singles
after a shoulder injury forced Lee
Guzman out of action. Both Poirot
and Bozoyan won easily.
“ I haven’t been playing well for
a match and a half,” said Poirot.
“ I just wanted to keep the ball in
play and win from the baseline. It
feels good to get my first win.”
“ The guys played well," added coach Phil Shanley. " I t was a
good tune up for 'the Big East
because we needed a confidence
builder.”

Men’s Tennis ( 1-2) vs. Merrimack (0-2)
- 1. Jerry Sweeney (PC) def John Laskowitz (Mer.) 6-0, 6-0
-2. Tom McNulty (PC) def Mike Doyle (Mer.) 6-1, 6-3
-3. Brian Monroe (PC) def Mike Boermeester (Mer.) 6-1, 6-2
-4. Richard Smith (PC) def Steve Hosely (Mer.) 6-2,6-3
-5. Dave Poirot (PC) def Tim Murphy (Mer.) 6-0,6-3
-6. Joe Bozayan (PC) def Mike Dimauro (Mer.)6-0,6-1

SAVE
PIZZA GARDEN!
O n O ctober 8th at 9:30 a .m . at 100 N. M ain St.
there is a hearing on w hether or not to close
Pizza G arden. If you care, yo u ’ll show.

East Side
TYPING

SERVICE
M-F 8:30 «m-7 pm
Saturdays & Sundays: 1-8 pm
Tarm Papers • Resumes • Business
Letters 50 cents each In quantities

Open 7 days
190 Angel! Street

421-7080

The Chaplain’s Office and the
Pastoral Council want to thank all
who took part in the Grotto Mass
and made it an overwhelming success,
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The seven
best reasons to
change your
o il
The DeBloisHeat Come Home To Savings
Coupon Book gives you seven great ways to save on
heating costs all winter long.
For starters, the FREE-HEAT-F0R-THE-W1NTER
SWEEPS. Enter to win up to 1,200 gallons of oil free—
a winter of heat for the price of a postage stamp!
The Skip-A-Bill Plan-for a February Heat Wave. You’ll
warm up to this offer during those cost-filled winter
months. Instead of a payment, send us the coupon
and say good-bye to your oil bill for a month.
The Supersaver Service Plan to fight the Cold War.
Sign up for two years of 24-hour burner service as a
customer with automatic delivery, and we’ll give you
the third year of service free!
The Always Hot Water Plan. Tired of lukewarm showers or no hot water for washing dishes?
Install an Amtrol Hot Water Maker or Bock oil-fired hot water heater and you’ll never be left
in the cold again. Plus with our exclusive five-year payment plan, you get the lowest per-month
payments around!
The Free Efficiency Audit You may be heating the great outdoors as well as your home. Our free
audit lets you know if you’re getting the most from your energy dollars and includes a hot water
analysis, too. We’ll give you the results with no further obligation on your part.
The Assured Comfort Plan. Get a Mercury
__ _ _ .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ __
.
Fuel Saver Burner as an automatic delivery
I Send to-. DeBlois Oil, P.O. Box 6027,
customer, and we’ll give you five years to pay J Providence, RI 02940.
for it, interest free!
Name_
The Free Brunch Referral Program. Feed us
the name of a prospective customer and
we’ll feed you brunch at LApogee when he
or she signs on with us.
C it y _
To get your DeBloisHeat Come Home
_ Zip_
To Savings Coupon Book, send us this ad’s
coupon today. It’s a 22-cent investment that’s
Telephone # _
certain to pay off beautifully during the
months to come!

am

DEBLOISHEAT

Come home to savings.
Call your nearest office. ..
Greater Providence 722-8000
Warwick, Cranston
& Bristol County
351-5255

Woonsocket, Chepachet 769-1500
Greenville, Foster,
Scituate
231-2533

East Greenwich 884-4700
Kent County
821-8000

South County #123-0026
Attleboro
222-4444

W omen’s Tennis
Boosts Record to 4-1
by Kevin Sghia
Gina Vargo and Pat Kearney
had 6-0 and 6-0 sweeps to pace Pro
vidence’s W omen’s tennis team to
victory over Northeastern, Monday
at Providence. The Lady Friar’s
swept all six singles matches to up
their season record to 4-1.
“ We started the meat o f our
schedule,” said Phil Shanley the
coach o f the Lady Friar’s. “ Our
real test will come this weekend
when we play Rutgers and Seton

Hall” .
“ I’m very happy with our first
tw o matches in this stretch,”
Shanley added. “ If we can come
out o f our next six matches with a
5-1 or 4-2 record, I’ll be very
pleased" .
The Lady Friars next big test will
come Saturday at Rutgers. Accor
ding to Coach Shanley, Rutgers
plays the same caliber tennis as
B.U. and a strong showing against
the Scarlet Knights would be a real
morale booster.

MEN’S TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIPS
FINAL TEAM STANDINGS
1. Boston College..........................................................42 points
2. Pittsburg.....................................................................26 points
2. St. John’s.................................................................. 26 points
4. Connecticut................................................................19 points
5. Georgetown................................................................15 points
6. Villanova.................................................................... 14 points
7. Providence................................................................. 10 points
8. Seton Hall.....................................................................1 point

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THURSDAY, SEPT. 26
Women’s Tennis vs. U .R .I ............................................................................................................... 3:00 P.M.
Field Hockey at UMass......................................................................................................................3:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 27
Volleyball vs. U. New Mexico at U .R .I......................................................................................... 5:00 P.M.
Women’s Cross-Country vs. Northeastern at Franklin Park.................................................... 4:00 P.M.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 28
Women's Soccer vs. U. of H artford.................................................................................................1:00 P.M.
Volleyball vs. U. of So. Carolina at U .R .I....................................................................................4:00 P.M.
Volleyball vs. U .R I . at U .R .I...........................................................................................................7:30 P.M.
Women's Tennis at Rutger’s.............................................................
9:30 A.M .
Men’s Tennis at Harvard-- N.E. Championships..................................................................................TBA
Field Hockey vs. Harvard...............................................................................................................11:00 A.M.
Men’s Soccer vs. Loyola at Loyola Tournament.........................................................................3:00 P.M.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 29
Voleyball vs. Syracuse........................................................................................................................ 2:30 P.M.
Men’s Tennis-- New England Championships...............................................................
TBA
Men’s Soccer at Loyola Tournament.........................................
1:00 P.M.
MONDAY, SEPT. 30
Men’s Tennis at New England Championships...................................................................................... TBA
Golf at New England Intercollegiates...................................................................................................... TBA
TUESDAY. OCT. 1
Women's Soccer at Brown................................................................................................................7:00 P.M.
Women's Tennis at Holy Cross................................................................
3:00 P .M
Golf at New England Intercollegiates
TBA
Women’s Field Hockey vs. Holy Cross................ ........................................................................ 3:30 P M
Women's Cross Country-- R.I. State Championships................................................................ 4:00 P.M
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2
Volleyball at Boston College...........................................................................................................6:00 P.M.
Men’s Soccer at New Hampshire.................................................................................................... 3:00 P.M.

Classifieds
STUDENT JOBS
In local area. Don’t fail this fall!
Earn full time income on part time
hours. $125-$ 150 per wk, 15-25
hours. Flexitime. All majors. For
in person interview call 274-7520 11
am-6 pm.
FOR SALE
Acoustic guitar. Epiphone (Gib
son) Cortez. Adamis strings. With
case, $125. Call Adam at 865-3515
or Box 3095.
MISC
Atten: 5th FW What’s with'these
classifieds?? Not too exciting. Lets
get our act together. What would
Yogi, the M outh, and Travel Bags
think!

G et dow n to business faster.
W ith th e BA-35.
If there’s one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, busi
ness-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instrum ents
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot o f time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value

A powerful com bination.
calculations, amortizations
T hink business. With
and balloon payments.
the BA-3 5 Student
T he BA-3 5 means you
Business Analyst.
spend less time calculating,
and more time learning. O ne
keystroke takes the place
exas
of many.
n strum ents
The calculator is just part
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

*

,
I

T

To Homage, MTV Eyes, the Strap,
Shanker & Ralph: THANK YOU
for the great party!! Love Forest,
Ladyfingers, Mona, & Harvest
Moon.

RIDE OFFERED
Ride offered to Burlington, VT—
many weekends 1-2 people—
contact Glen at 725-8469 after 5
, pm.

TRAVEL
FREE trip to Ft. Lauderdale or
Daytona for spring break, be
SportsTours Representative. Call
1-800-86BREAK.
SKI CLUB
PROV. COLL. SKI CLUB Man
datory meeting for all interested in
Christm as vacation ski trips:
ASPEN—VERMONT! Oct. 8,
7:00 p.m., ’64 Hall Slavin Center.
All are welcome!
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Providence College is an active
member of the National Col
legiate Athletic Association.

SPORTS

M en’s X-Country Victorious
Winning Streak Extended to 121 Meets
by Paul Weller

In winning this annual opening
dual meet versus URI, UCONN
and UN H , PC extended its
phenomenal record to 121 straight
victories; it was as easy as it look
ed. Senior captain Andrew Ronan
led the team home in second, a
position made all the more im
pressive when one considers he only
resum ed tra in in g in early
September following a leg injury he
sustained while training in Col
orado during the summer. Race
favorite Eddie Hanratty took third,
while strong backing from Kieron
Tumbleton (fourth); Jim Zimmerly (sixth) and freshman half-miler
John Evans (eighth) tied the knot
o f victory.
For newly appointed coach Ray
Treacy, the victory was hopefully
a stepping stone towards Big
East/New England/IC4A victories
plus an outside challenge for the
NCAA title at W isconsin

(November 25). Stepping in the
shoes o f Bob Amato could not be
a tougher task, for the latter guid
ed the Friars in the NCAA runnersup p o sitio n twice in the last three
years. However, in appointing Ray
Treacy, the athletic authorities
showed fine judgement. He was
merely the advisor to his brother
John Treacy, the 1984 Olympic
marathon medalist and who can
argue with that?
The race itself was hot, both in
tem perature and battle, Irish
International Tumbleton spear
headed a group o f fifteen
through the first mile o f a five mile
course in 4.23, with Hanratty,
Evans and Keller in slipstream.
Roman, weary of his injured
leg, was content to settle in
the pack alongside freshman John
Allen, but by the three mile stage
he was up alongside Tumbleton as
they flashed through the latest mile
in 4.21. With a mile to run Keller
was slipping back, victim o f a
heavy mid-week cold, but the
Friars were firmly in control with

Ronan, H anratty, Zim merly,
Slovak, Tumbleton and Evans all
in the top ten p o sitio n s. These
positions were held to the finish
although Slovak faded somewhat
in the concluding quarter-mile
dust-up.
Some interesting facts could be
learned from the results. Firstly,
Ronan, Hanratty, and Tumbleton
look to be in tremendous shape,
and if Englishman Micheal Capper
can recover from his lingering knee
injury then the Friars have four
definite All-American hopefuls.
With five counting members for
each team at the NCAA, the Friars
have a very realistic chance o f a top
three finish.
Also watch out for freshman
John Evans. Signed by Ray Treacy
as a half-miler for indoor/outdoor
track, he finished amongst PC’s
counting five. My guess is that we
will hear a great deal more about
the British school’s 800 meters
champion, and not simply the guise
o f the trackman!

W omen’s Tennis Drops First
Men’s Sweep Merrimack 9-0
by Kevin Sghia
There is nothing like a setback to
show a team how hard it must
work to achieve its goals. The
women’s tennis team had such a
setback during its 7-2 loss to
Boston University last Tuesday at
Boston University.
“ BU has a lot o f depth,” stated
Kris Simpson, the Lady Friars
num ber o ne singles p layer.
“ They’re much stronger physical
ly and m entally. They were
dom inant.”
However, the news was not as
bad as it may first appear by the
score. In the first place, BU is one
o f the better women’s tennis teams
in New England along with Boston
College. Second o f all there is still
plenty o f time left in the season for
recovery. Finally, Providence did
salvage tw o wins and Vellina
Rhodes, the number two ladies

Volleyball
Tops Temple

singles player for Providence
brought her match to a third and
deciding set before faltering
6-3,4-6,4-6.
“ I think everyone is playing
w e ll,” com m ented Rhodes.
“ Everyone still needs to get into the
groove o f early season matches.”
After winning their first two
matches of the season in convinc
ing fashion, the BU match dropped
the Lady Friars’ record to 2-1. This
should serve as an incentive for the
Lady Friars to better their third
place finish in the Big East last
year. “ We had a good experience
by playing a team better than us,”
said Simpson. “ When we play a
BU or a BC it’s easier to get
psyched."
Providence bounced back im
mediately after the BU loss and
soundly thrashed the University of
Vermont by the score of 9-0. The
win was very impressive consider
ing that both Providence and Ver

mont tied for fifth place last year
in the New England tournament.
“ It’s a good start,” commented
Rhodes. “ In the next 14 days we
have 8 matches so this is really
positive."
Upcoming matches for the
women include a home match
Thursday against intra-state rival,
the University o f Rhode Island at
3 pm and an away match this
Saturday at Rutgers University.
The men’s tennis team bounced
back from two early season defeats
to Boston University and the
University o f New Hampshire to
sweep Merrimack 9-0, in prepara
tion for the Big East Tournament.
Against M errim ack, Jerry
Sweeney, Providence’s number one
singles player set the pace by sweep
ing his match 6-0 and 6-0. Sweeney
kept his op p o n en t,
John
Laskowitz, o ff balance the entire
match with an aggressive serve and
(Continued on pg. 19)

Dramatic OT Victory
For M en’s Soccer
by Pat Nero
The men’s soccer team shutout
the Crusaders o f Holy Cross, 1-0,
Thursday in Worcester, allowing
them to finish o ff the week with a
win and a loss.
The win put the team’s record at
2-2 for the season. The Friars suf
fered 3-1 loss earlier in the week to
the University of Rhode Island.
The Holy Cross game was one in
which the Friars dominated the
Crusaders but had trouble shooting
the ball past Crusader goalie Mike
Webber. Webber shutout the Friars
until sophomore Rich Pace beat
him in the second overtime period.
Pace’s goal allowed the Friars to
grab a 1-0 victory over a team they
outshot 22-4.
Friar goalie Joe Crehan record
ed his second shutout of the season.
Crehan was not tested often but
managed to stop anything the
Crusaders sent his way.

Last Tuesday the Friars hosted
their cross state rivals U .R .I. The
game was one in which the Friars
once again played well but just
could not pull out the win.
The Rams struck first in the
opening half with a goal by Bill
H arrison. The F ria r’s Pace
quickly knotted the score at one,
but the tie did not last very long.
Just a few minutes later the
Rams added two quick goals for a
3-1 halftime lead.
The Friars dominated the second
half as they desperately tried to pull
even with the Rams. The Friars
outshot the Rams 10-4 in the se
cond half but U.R.I. goalie Lance
Kilna held his ground and claimed
the victory.
The team is on the road this
week with games at the University
o f Mass, and Loyola. Their play so
far has been encouraging and with
a few breaks, this team could easi
ly have had a record o f 4-0.
Hopefully as the team matures
the breaks will come their way and
the wins will be more frequent.

by Lori Hanley
The Providence College volleyball
team was on the road to Temple
University this weekend. They suc
cessfully defeated Temple and
Akron, Ohio but were beaten in
close matches by Princeton and
Pittsburg. Superb defensive efforts
were turned in by juniors Annie
Boule and Deb Lorimar, while
freshman Cristin Moore kept the
offense together with her powerful
spiking ability.
One damper on the weekend was
the injury o f captain, Eloise
DeSantes, who is expected to be
out o f competition for at least two
weeks with a sprained ankle.
The Lady Friars are beginning to
blend their individual skills to form
a strong and effective team. As
stated by freshm an K aren
Mar nell, "with each match we are
gaining more experience playing
together as a team, therefore we
can only improve as the season
progresses."
The next home match for the
team is Sunday, Sept. 29 at 2:30
against Syracuse, so lets support
them !

Field Hockey
Falls to UConn
by Maria Allegro
Last week the Lady Friars Field
Hockey Team suffered a heartbreaking 2-1 loss to No. 2 ranked
University o f Connecticut.
Tri-Captain Patty Hanlon was
the sole scorer for the Ladies. Her
goal tied the game 1-1 in the second
half.
With 9 minutes to play, UConn
squeezed the ball past freshman
goaltender Maura Harrigan. This
was Harrigan’s first start as a Lady
Friar and she made her presence
known. Senior tri-captain Lisa
McGilvery also added to the splen
did defense at her sweeper position.
This week the team is facing
Fairfield University, UMass. and
Harvard University, respectively.
The Ladies hope to dominate
these contests and seem very op
timistic about the rest o f their
season.

